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PREFACE

Dear readers,
In recent years, a lot has been written about current trends and
future developments. Following a phase during which many of us
have grown weary of the latest buzzwords, we are actually seeing
the dawn of a new era. In this issue, we are giving this our full
attention – with a special focus on software in general as well as
on the latest innovations at COPA-DATA and in zenon.
Security has also moved on from being a trend topic to a
constant companion. This issue provides a number of fascinating
insights into this topic, including not only zenon and the IEC 62443
standard (page 27) but also security in the beverage industry
(page 40).
As ever, you will also find articles on a number of interesting
customer projects. You can read about how zenon is being used in
an energy storage application on the Korean island of Jeju as well
as at Italian craft beer brewery Birrificio Antoniano to meet the
rising demand for its beers.
Take a look and be inspired!

thom a s punzenberger , ceo
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S P OTLI G HT

SOF T WARE: AN ANCHOR OF
IN NOVATION DU RING DIGITAL
TR ANSFORMATION

FROM “HELLO,
WORLD” TO
DIGITAL TWINS
Software and networks of computers across all
performance classes form the basis of digitization – in
industry, business administration, and lots of areas of
day-to-day life. Without this technology, Smart Cities,
Smart Factories, Smart Grids, and many other concepts
would remain mere pipe dreams. Yet, like so many
history-changing developments, software went more
or less unnoticed by the public during the early days of
its evolution. Nowadays, we encounter software in the
form of apps on any smartphone. Its disruptive impact
is now being felt; offering new features for everyday
products and services and enabling us to establish new
business models.
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When Konrad Zuse launched the first freely programmable
computer, the Z3, back in 1943, software was still in its very
earliest phase of development. An assembler was used for
programming. The first high-level languages did not arrive
until the 1950s.
Later, when monitors became available as humanmachine interfaces (HMI), the code used to output “Hello,
World!” began appearing in almost any tutorial for learning
a programming language.
As each new generation of computer was developed, it
brought with it new, more powerful software. Slowly but
surely, software development became a profession and an
industry in itself.
In the 1950s and '60s, alongside military purposes,
software was developed primarily for commercial
applications such as accounting. There was still a long way
to go before software could be used on the shop floor for
industrial production.
One big step forward in the interaction between software
and the real world was the use of computers equipped
with interfaces for sensors, actuators, displays, and audio
systems. Voice input and output systems and touch screens
make it easier for computers to communicate with humans.
However, this digitization did not start in industry, but in
the consumer sector. Smartphones and tablets have opened
the door to brand-new types of applications.
S M A R T CITI E S WITH S M A R T
TR A N S P O R TATI O N
Software can also act as a driving force in more traditional
industries. Hailing a cab ride was based on the same
basic principles for decades. But smartphones and GPS, in
connection with a fitting software, create new concepts
– an opportunity that transport providers like Uber have
really made the most of. Using GPS data for vehicles logged
into their systems, these taxi services are able to keep an
eye on their fleet’s location at all times. Travelers heading
to similar destinations are able to share rides and benefit
from low fares.
Transport experts are taking the concept of shared
mobility one step further: integrating public transport into
these services will allow consumers to enjoy “Mobilityas-a-Service.” As a result, travelers will no longer have to
spend time deciding which modes of transport and which
tickets they need to reach their destination. Instead, an
app provides an overview of the multiple transport options
available to them. Working with the transport providers’
software, the app will suggest various routes from which
the user can choose. Following selection, the user pays for

1
2
3

their fare using the app. A single selection might combine,
for example, a trip from a downtown subway station to a
suburban one, followed by an onward journey in a taxicab.
Buses, hired bikes, and rental vehicles could also be
integrated into this kind of mobility solution.
The challenges lie in creating the powerful software
that is required and setting up a common database that
can be used by all public and private companies involved.
Transport for London has made some strides in this area in
terms of public transport and true Mobility-as-a-Service is
already a reality in Helsinki. [1]
SO F T WA R E - D E F I N E D F E AT U R E S – TH E
K E Y I S I N TH E SO F T WA R E
One company showcasing exactly what can be achieved
when you use software to dynamically improve classic
product characteristics is the electric car pioneer Tesla.
Software updates for the company’s vehicles improve
existing functions or even add brand new ones. For
example, a software update could improve the steering
assist function for higher speeds, or it might even add
additional features, such as lane change assist. And yet this
isn’t all that Tesla software is capable of. If customers opt
for a fee-charging upgrade, they can activate hardware that
was installed at the factory to access new features long after
they purchase their vehicles. This approach allows Tesla to
build standardized vehicles, but use software to adjust the
vehicles to different user specifications.
N E W B U S I N E S S M O D E L S I N M AC H I N E RY
A N D EQ U I P M E NT CO N S TR U C TI O N
Software is also disrupting business models in industry.
Under consumption-based business models, machinery
manufacturers provide their machines as a service in return
for a service charge. Charges are calculated according to
usage variables, such as the number of units produced or
length of usage. Applying this concept, companies like the
Swiss machinery manufacturer SIG set up their packaging
machines for free on their customers’ premises. They
then charge their customers based on the number of units
packaged. [2]
Thanks to connected machines and corresponding
cloud-based software, service-based business models can
be implemented on a wide scale. This approach allows the
performance of the individual machines to be quantified,
compared, and analyzed. “Intelligent” software takes into
account the context of the data produced and suggests
improvements, such as streamlining a machine pool or
carrying out predictive maintenance.

Sourc e: ht t p://s mar tc it y.deloit te.c om/c a s e _ s t udie s/mobilit y- a s- a- s er v ic e-hel s ink i/
Sourc e: ht t p s://w w w.brandein s.de/maga z ine/ brand- ein s-w ir t s chaf t s maga z in/ 2014/alter nat iven/ge w u s s t-w ie (Sourc e only available in G er man)
Sourc e: ht t p s://w w w.ipk.f raunhofer.de/en/ hm17/digital-t w in/
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D I G ITA L T WI N S I N D E V E LO P M E NT A N D P RO D U C TI O N
The importance of software is not only growing in terms of how machines and
equipment are operated; it is also becoming increasingly important throughout
their entire lifecycle. In this context, the concept of the digital twin is key. This
twin acts as the virtual version of a real-life machine or piece of equipment.
Using software, a digital twin reflects the geometry, structure, and response of
the equipment. It can even mirror its entire lifecycle – starting with design and
production, through to setup and operation, and all the way to decommissioning.
A manufacturing company is therefore able to use a digital twin during the
planning stage to check whether an existing piece of equipment can produce a
one-off product. [3] This technology can also be used to create virtual product
options before they are actually produced.
During operation, a digital twin reflects all process data and equipment
states, thereby providing complete transparency across the entire lifecycle.
P RO D U CI N G A N D S U P P LY I N G R E N E WA B LE E N E RGY
The switch to renewable energy presents a challenge to the operators of
distribution grids. In the past, power was generated by power plants that could
be carefully controlled. Now, this job is increasingly performed by PV plants and
wind parks where input depends on the wind and weather. Another complication
arises from the variety of locations from which power is now fed into distribution
grids. The solution to both of these problems is an intelligent network – a Smart
Grid – which connects and controls all of its components.
Smart meters, sensors, and various measuring points within the grid provide
the foundation of data needed to enable software to manage the Smart Grid,
whether locally or centrally. Software keeps the grid stable and efficient by
coordinating the production, distribution, and storage of power.
We have outlined just a few examples of how the importance of software
is growing in the age of digitization. In the article below, we will look at how
industrial software has changed in recent decades and what jobs this software
can now fulfill.

9

SO F T WA R E I N TH E
AG E O F D I G ITA L
TR A N S FO R M ATI O N

Software and networks of computers
across all performance classes form
the basis of digitization – in industry,
business administration, and lots of
areas of day-to-day life.
Digital transformation did not
start in the field of automation
technology, but in the consumer
sector. The combination of improved
connectivity, mobile devices, and
the cloud has opened the door to
brand-new types of applications.
Using software on connected
systems allows new features to be
added to everyday products and
services.
Cloud
software
has
enabled
Mobility-as-a-Service.
When
a
traveler enters their journey starting
point and end destination into
their smartphone, the app selects
the best forms of transport. The
customer can then book and pay for
their trip in the app.
“Intelligent” software takes into
account the context of the data
produced. It can, for example,
provide tips on how to improve
equipment efficiency and predict
when preventative maintenance
needs to be carried out.
A digital twin – a software-based
replica of a piece of equipment –
allows manufacturing companies to
check whether their equipment is
able to produce a certain product
variation.
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I N D U S TR IA L AU TO M ATI O N , TH EN A N D N OW:

THE CHANGING
WORLD OF SOFT WARE
The manufacturing industry demands the highest level of flexibility so that it
can adapt to changing requirements in an agile and dynamic way. Businesses
therefore need production resources with automation systems ready to meet
these challenges, offering flexibility, reliability, and outstanding ergonomics.
At the same time, the IT and OT worlds are converging, and there is a growing
demand for openness and scalability. In response, industrial software is becoming
more complex and is playing an increasingly significant role in manufacturing
processes. To describe the current landscape accurately, we need to look beyond
the rigid structures of the traditional automation pyramid.

If there’s one thing pyramids are good for, it’s longevity.
In Central America, southern Europe, northern Africa, and
China, some of them have been standing for several thousand
years. Of course, the automation pyramid is nowhere near
as old, but it has been used for more than 30 years to
represent the different levels of control, supervisory, and
management within industrial manufacturing plants.
TH E PY R A M I D : A P RO D U C T O F IT S TI M E
Representations like this can only reflect that with which
people are already familiar. First conceived in the 1980s
with the needs of major industrial enterprises in mind, the
automation pyramid shares many features with the way in
which an enterprise of this kind was typically organized
at the time: a strictly hierarchical structure descending
from the executive peak of the pyramid to ever-widening
levels of operational and process management, down to the
control level. Participants at the control level communicate
with a broad base of processing entities via the field level.
The pyramid’s similarity to military organizational
structures cannot be overlooked, nor can its strict separation
of control and management levels from the manufacturing
and process levels – which in many representations was

shown not within, but beneath (and therefore outside
of) the pyramid. In most definitions of the concept, the
field level is described as an interface with the technical
production process, which is a telling fact. In particular, it
reveals how mechanical engineers at the time viewed the
notion of technology. Evan today, some engineers still view
automation (and therefore software) as separate from the
mechanical systems in their factories.
AU TO M ATI O N : A CO N C E P T B E I N G
TR A N S FO R M E D
When the automation pyramid was first theorized, software
was virtually unheard of on factory floors. Even the term
“mechatronics” had not yet been coined. Against this
backdrop, it is worth delving a little more into the concept
of automation because it can mean different things to
different people.
Even in the early days, machines provided a solution
for many of the steps involved in manufacturing complex
products at high volumes with a high level of efficiency
and consistently high quality. Before the introduction of
programmable logic controllers (PLCs), automation in those
days was limited to the automatic execution of constant and
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Level 2: Process control level
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Level 1: Control level

Input / Output Signals

Manufacturing / Production Process
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SCADA

Level 3: Supervisory level
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Figure 1: T he t rad it ion a l autom at ion py ra m id w a s f i r s t t he or i ze d ove r 3 0 yea r s a go, whe n a me c h a n i s t ic worldv ie w
dom i n ate d i n t he f ie ld of i ndu s t r ia l pr o duc t ion a nd t he te r m “autom at ion” w a s u nde r s too d ve r y d i f fe r e nt ly. L i ke
t he s e s tone py ra m id s at Me r oë i n mo de r n-d ay Sud a n , t he autom at ion py ra m id s e r ve d it s pu r p os e a nd h a s s i nce b e e n
s up e r s e de d by mor e mo de r n for m s of a r c h ite c t u r e.

predetermined internal processes controlled by hydraulic,
pneumatic, or mechanical means (such as cam disks).
At the advent of PLCs, the programs were initially
nothing more than lists of instructions on how to set the
output signals in sequence to control actuators such as
valves, solenoids, or electric motors. Unveiled in 1974,
the first PLC from the European market leader was able
to process a maximum of 4,096 commands, and strictly
sequentially; that is, one after the other. Programmers
had to adopt a whole new approach – not just for breaking
down complex processes into their natural logic, but also for
translating these into sequential programs.
That said, PLC technology offered the possibility
of subsequently modifying programs or even loading
different programs to suit varying needs. Above all, it made
it possible to respond dynamically to input signals from
sensors during operation. As a result, it allowed production
resources to adapt their behavior automatically to suit
changing circumstances.
This capability marked the difference between simple
programming and real software development – and between
simple mechanization and real automation. This technology
paved the way for what we now refer to as Industry 4.0.
S H I F T- BA S E D CO M P U TE R I Z ATI O N
The performance of industrial controllers was advancing
in leaps and bounds, as was the availability of peripheral

systems required for the collection, processing, and
reporting of process data. The mid-1980s saw the
introduction of the first control computers whose
architecture was compliant with the new PC standard. This
kindled hope for inexpensive components from the mass
office market and reduced the cost of installing connections
between machines and to other systems.
At the time, computer systems had already gained a
foothold in other parts of companies. In administrative
areas, they provided systems for stock management,
accounting, and payroll accounting, now subsumed under
the umbrella term “enterprise resource planning” (ERP).
Operational teams and schedulers used manufacturing
execution systems (MES) in order to establish detailed
production plans based on order data and information
relating to the properties and availability of materials,
personnel, machines, and tools.
Initially, machines failed to interact well with one
another because they had been developed as self-contained
systems. Not only were there no open interfaces between
them, but in many cases the benefits did not justify the
cost associated with the individual programming required.
Nevertheless, the complete automation of entire production
lines was an alluring prospect. In addition, the first industrial
bus systems for data transfer were being developed.
Over 30 years ago now, this progress resulted in
the launch of systems for the control and monitoring of
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Figure 2: Cu s tom i ze d a nd ad apt able a r c h ite c t u r e s a r e ne e de d i n or de r to c r eate i ndu s t r ia l autom at ion
sof t w a r e t h at i s e r gonom ic , op e n , f le x ible, a nd s c a lable, yet a l so r e l iable.

production processes. Referred to as supervisory control
and data acquisition (SCADA) systems, they formed the
central layer between the control level – with which they
interacted in the same way as a conductor interacts with
an orchestra – and production planning at the operational
control level. With their multi-system communication and
integration capabilities, components like zenon made the
automation pyramid complete.
CO N S U M P TI O N C R E ATE S A N A P P E TITE
At the same time, the idea of computer-integrated
manufacturing (CIM) was born. In this concept, a single,
comprehensive software system would control all the
operations taking place in a company, collect the data
produced, and prepare this data for use by decision-makers.
A system of this kind would cover the entire automation
pyramid.
Unfortunately, at the time, the cultures and technical
data requirements of administration and production were
too different, the complete networking of all production
resources was too expensive, and the capacities of systems
were too limited. What’s more, a comprehensive software
solution for all operational purposes would have become
an overwhelmingly difficult beast to tame – not to mention
the fact that obtaining a system of this kind from a single
source sounded too much like dependence.

“With the founding of COPA-DATA came zenon: a
system that enabled data exchange between peripheral
equipment and everything from the sensors to the ERP
system that was not bound by the limitations of strict
hierarchies,” explained Thomas Punzenberger, founder
and CEO of COPA-DATA, on the occasion of the company’s
30-year anniversary in 2017. “Without having to solve
everything within a single system, we had created a digital
tool that people could use to get things done more easily
than could ever have been possible through conventional
means.”
C H A N G I N G CO N D ITI O N S
Today, some 30 years later, storage volume and computing
power are virtually unlimited, and the costs associated with
them are negligible in the context of mechanical and plant
engineering. The computer architectures for distributed
installation in the field, including those in operator
terminals and drive controllers, in the control station, in
server rooms, and in the cloud, are essentially the same as
those found in office settings.
Fieldbus systems based on Ethernet allow the rapid
transfer of large volumes of data and thus provide a detailed
base of information. Structured communication networks
also make it possible to exchange data regardless of the
physical connections. It now matters little whether data
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exchange remains limited to the shop floor, incorporates
other parts of the business, or uses Internet mechanisms.
Likewise, people from all career paths have long since
become accustomed to the support offered by computers
and software in every scenario, even if they have no
programming knowledge at all. The majority of the 35-andunder age group grew up with this technology in their
personal lives, while those under 25 are accustomed to
being online at all times through their mobile devices and
interacting with the world using easy-to-install apps.
PA R A D I G M S H I F T
Today, software solutions can often be created at lower
cost and developed to their full potential much more
easily than in the past, and this has led to a reversal of the
mechatronics worldview. Mechanical and plant engineers
no longer regard mechanics as the exclusive centerpiece of
their projects.
Functionality has now become the key focus of today's
established approach to mechatronics. And functionality is
something that can be fully represented in software – at
least until valid simulation results can be obtained using
digital twin technology. This representation also includes
sensors, actuators, and mechanical elements, which – like

the control software and in parallel with it – are derived
from the machine or plant concept.
The reappraisal of some aspects of the production
process has led to a break-up of established, isolated
categories, meaning that the traditional automation
pyramid is no longer considered adequate for describing
automation as a whole.
TH E CO LL A P S E O F TH E PY R A M I D
In many enterprises, the once-thick walls erected between
various departments are becoming more transparent.
The product development process is now an overarching
objective, covering everything from the product concept and
development to the development of production resources
and production planning, all the way through to the control
of individual machines or system functions. This means
that, some time ago, the concept of automation as a whole
stopped referring exclusively to how production resources
are controlled and began including the automation of
engineering tasks too. It encompasses information transfer
between individual specialist disciplines as well as effective
workflow management.
As well as this, it covers the simulation of product
properties and production resources, as well as the actual
production process, using computer modeling. Structures
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I N D U S TR IA L
SO F T WA R E ,
TH E N A N D N OW
B efore th e intro d uc tio n of
progra mma ble logic controlle rs
(P LC s), a utom atio n of
prod uc tion pla nt s was limite d
to th e a utomatic exe cution of
re p eate d a n d pre d ete rmin e d
inte rnal processes .
P LC te ch n ology gave
b usin esses th e a bilit y to
resp on d dyna mic ally to inp ut
signals f rom se nsors during
op e ration . A s a result, it
allowe d prod uc tio n reso urces
to a da pt th eir b e havior
a utomatic ally to suit cha nging
circumsta n ces .
J ust as Alb e r t Einstein a n d
Ste ph e n H awking did n ot
quite ma nag e to explain all
natural physic al ph e n ome na
in a unif ie d f ield th e or y, th e
C I M - base d id ea of e n d -to - e n d
a utomation with sof t wa re f ro m
a single source ha d n ot yet
com e to f ruitio n .
Today, comp uting p owe r a n d
storag e volume a re vir tually
unlimite d a n d n o long e r
re prese nt a signif ic a nt cost
f a c tor. S of t wa re solutio ns
c a n of te n b e create d at lowe r
cost a n d d evelop e d to th eir
f ull pote ntial much more
easily, prompting a reve rsal in
me chatronic s- base d thin king .
To day, th e complete
a utomation of pro d uc tio n
pla nt s also in clud es th e
a utomation of e ngin e e ring
tasks . It of te n cove rs multiple
loc ations a n d in co rp o rates
e n e rgy installations , b uilding
se r vices e ngin e e ring , logistic s ,
a n d th e syste ms of pa r tn e r
compa nies .
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and methods are not applied to the real world until they have been put through
their paces using digital twin technology.
Meeting the challenges of Industry 4.0 requires a production process that
can adapt to changing requirements in an agile and dynamic manner. In order
to strike the perfect balance between volume production and a high level of
customization, production resources and their associated automation software
need a modular configuration with increasingly fine granularity to accommodate
their growing complexity. Just like the plug-and-play mechanisms found in
modern office computer equipment, this ensures largely unrestricted usability
and makes it easier to configure production resources dynamically, grouping
them to suit the needs of each task.
So that business strategies can be implemented efficiently and adaptively,
these resources need to be integrated directly into the company’s entire value
chain. This requires all parts of the automation system to communicate with
other systems in the business on many levels – and this in turn challenges the
traditional boundaries that exist within companies.
D E M O C R ATI Z ATI O N O F SO F T WA R E
There are many ways in which it is possible to achieve the increasing level of
adaptability that production plants and their automation systems require. Selflearning mechanisms are one example: these respond to changing operating
conditions and adapt to the production rate actually achieved instead of adhering
to a strict cycle.
Production plants are given structured points for the various groups of
people involved in them to intervene, with each customized to suit a particular
group. These are found in all areas of the system as well as outside of it, and
exist independently of a plant’s level of modularity. In such conditions, tasks
are likewise structured with fine granularity, from data acquisition to userspecific analysis and representation. The independence of the hardware used
for this purpose needs to be ensured through the use of web-based methods; for
example, so that alerts can be issued without being reliant on specific locations.
These same methods need to be used when integrating software products from
different developers to work in tandem to create dashboards and reports.
Increasingly often, a software system’s key functions include the
recording and administration of all operating processes and the associated
data (even directly from sensors) for the purposes of predictive maintenance
and verification management. Furthermore, it is not uncommon these days for
complete automation solutions governing production systems to cover multiple
locations and incorporate elements beyond machines and plants – such as energy
installations, building services engineering, logistics, and the systems at partner
companies along the supply chain.
Industrial software has long outgrown the strict boundaries of the automation
pyramid. “Today’s software must be ergonomic, open, flexible, and scalable, but
also reliable too,” explains Thomas Punzenberger. “Only then can it form the
basis for industrial automation solutions that are customized and adaptable –
making them forward-looking too.”

spotlight

Keeping pace in a technological world that is marching
ever faster on the path towards progress.

ZENON IS
HERE TO STAY

As software for interaction between humans and machines, as well as for data acquisition,
visualization, and control, zenon has gained worldwide recognition and won considerable
acclaim over recent decades. In particular, it has achieved significant currency in the HMI
and SCADA product categories. Nevertheless, we have always listened attentively to our
users and addressed other fields of application where zenon can help to achieve better
results more easily. As a result, zenon offers an extremely versatile basis for numerous
applications in production, power distribution, and infrastructure management.
As a reflection of zenon’s development, in the future we will be positioning zenon as a
software platform. This is a better fit for a world that has left behind the old paradigm of
the automation pyramid.
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C A N SO F T WA R E B E F U T U R E - P RO O F ?
In the context of capital goods, there has always been a
great deal of concern for ensuring that investments are
“future-proof.” The focus is on investments that stand the
test of time and deliver the desired level of added value
over their complete lifecycle. In an environment where
software is undergoing constant change, it is worth asking
ourselves how future-proof an investment in software will
be. Indeed, can software ever really be future-proof?
Those who are familiar with zenon will know that this
issue has always been one of our company’s preoccupations.
We have committed ourselves to investing in development
on an ongoing basis, so we are constantly introducing new
product versions to the market. However, we are always
very careful to maintain compatibility, making sure the
latest zenon versions will still be suitable for use with – and
for the development of – existing applications and projects.
Since 1987, our promise has been to make zenon a
software application that delivers long-term return on
investment and, thanks to its continuous development,
ensures sustained added value. On that score, nothing has
changed and nothing will change.
CO M B I N I N G LO N G S E RVI C E LI F E WITH
AG I LIT Y
The typical service life of plants and machinery in the
production and energy sectors is between 15 and 25 years.
Traditionally, the software that used to operate these
systems was supplied along with them from the start and
remained unchanged over their entire lifecycle. Even
higher-level systems were, for a long time, constrained
by structural considerations, and they often remained in
operation, unchanged, until they were eventually replaced.
In such circumstances, problems began to arise when
underlying hardware failed and replacement hardware or
the original operating system was no longer available.

At a time when more and more applications are
interconnected, these structural concepts are no longer
practical when it comes to software. Security demands,
coupled with the need to maintain compatibility with the
rest of a company’s IT provision, have made continuous
patch management and a long-term update strategy
an absolute necessity. zenon offers a solution to these
challenges thanks to its thoroughly consistent compatibility.
zenon makes it easy to migrate to newer operating systems
and zenon versions.
TH E C H A LLE N G E S O F ( TO DAY A N D)
TO M O R ROW
Although the production and energy sectors have
significant differences, there is a common thread that unites
them both. If we want to meet the needs of the future and
make good on our value proposition, we need networkcapable and agile systems with distributed intelligence and
integration along the entire value chain.
In the production sector, the essential goal is to engineer
systems that meet the growing demand for customizable
solutions – even down to lot sizes of one. In the energy
sector, the goal is to build an infrastructure in which
renewable energy accounts for a majority of the energy
generated. For both industries, our promise is to provide
added value for end consumers. And, in order to pursue this
objective, software will have to take on the challenge when
it comes to adaptability.

Figure 1: Ma i nt a i n i n g ef f ic ie nc y,
a g i l it y, a nd r e l iabi l it y ove r t he e nt i r e
l i fe c yc le of pla nt s a nd m ac h i ne r y.

zenon project
zenon version
Operating system
Hardware

Lifecycle
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Figure 2: T he fou r key e le me nt s of
f ut u r e -pr oof sof t w a r e.

R E M AI N F U T U R E - P RO O F WITH Z E N O N
zenon’s future-proof qualities are based on four key
elements:
1. Long-term compatibility of existing projects and
applications with new software versions
2. Continuous updates and development of software
features
3. Long-term application maintenance capabilities
4. Ability to adapt to IT requirements
LO N G -T E R M CO M PATI B I LIT Y O F E X I S TI N G
P R OJ E C T S A N D A P P LI C ATI O N S W IT H N E W
S O F T WA R E V E R S I O N S

A lot of capital is invested in applications that are customized
and continuously adapted. All too often users find that,
when upgrading to a new generation of software, previous
engineering efforts become obsolete and applications have
to be partly or wholly rebuilt. This is different with zenon.
When upgrading, for example, applications can be migrated
to later versions of zenon easily and without any loss. This
means there is no need to write off or repeat any of the
engineering work that has already been completed, and
the deployment of a new zenon version does not pose a
huge challenge. This principle is also applied in the future
development of zenon, allowing us to offer our users longterm agility and return on investment.
CO N TI N U O U S U P DAT E S A N D D E V E LO P M E N T
O F S O F T WA R E F E AT U R E S

As an independent company with a clear focus on our core
product, we are committed to continuing the development
of zenon. One focal point of our ongoing development

comprises the non-functional aspects of zenon, such as
scalability, performance, durability, and security. Another
focus emphasizes the addition of new features to zenon, so
we extend the platform to cover an even broader spectrum
of applications. Some of the recent features added include
functionality for grid control systems in the energy sector,
as well as workflow management, which helps users
implement efficient, transparent, and paperless workflows
both in production and in mechanical engineering. This will
allow us to broaden the scope of interdisciplinary synergies
leveraged with zenon through the combination of different
applications.
LO N G -T E R M A P P LI C ATI O N M A I N T E N A N C E
C A PA B I LITI E S

How can we flexibly make improvements to existing
applications while also satisfying the stability and security
requirements of the production and energy sectors? zenon
already includes a powerful combination of a central
engineering concept and a robust approach to maintaining
compatibility. This allows zenon to eliminate a large part
of the complexity that project engineers face when adding
features to and maintaining large-scale applications. And as
business architectures become more extensive, networked,
and interdisciplinary, we will continue to empower users
with long-term compatibility and easy-to-maintain
applications.
A B I LIT Y TO A DA P T TO IT R E Q U I R E M E N T S

The automation processes of the present and the future
are no longer independent from corporate IT and are
increasingly integrated into the overall architecture of both
individual businesses and entire supply chains. As a result,
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Figure 3: Ad apt able appl ic at ion s e n able eve n mor e ef f ic ie nt
e n g i ne e r i n g a nd qu ic ke r i mple me nt at ion.

all applications are affected by the same general conditions.
Because these conditions (which include communication
protocols and visualization technologies) change over
time, our strategy is not to focus on the short term by only
looking at current trends, but rather to remain adaptable to
these conditions on a long-term basis.
A V E R SATI LE SO F T WA R E P L ATFO R M
The zenon software platform provides a technological basis
for numerous applications in the manufacturing and energy
sectors. In contrast to a software system, which is built
for a specific purpose, a software platform provides the
foundation to build numerous different applications. Users
benefit from a consistent engineering environment and the
ability to integrate individual applications. In production
companies, for example, this enables the integration of
energy data management with the monitoring of production
processes, thus providing more powerful insights. To take
an example from the energy sector, it allows public utility
companies to conveniently and efficiently link the control
of local power distribution and other media supplies like gas
and water. The universality of the zenon software platform
already exists today and will be a guiding principle for
future development.

A P P LI C ATI O N PAC K AG E S – A N E W
M I LE S TO N E I N E F F I CI E NT P ROJ E C T
C R E ATI O N
The fundamental concept behind zenon is to build an
adaptable software platform for which out-of-the-box
functionality removes much of the complexity faced by
engineers when creating applications. It is an idea that
still has currency today and is reflected in all of the new
features added to the zenon platform. For example, zenon
can be used to build complex batch applications without
any need for code. Incredibly useful features such as the
Process Recorder can be implemented virtually at the push
of a button.
But in our mission to make life as easy as possible for
our users, even that doesn’t go far enough for us. With the
introduction of application packages, we are about to usher
in a whole new era of efficient project creation.
Application packages make it possible to configure
core functionalities such as networking, visualization, and
data analysis, while also permitting the configuration of
entire applications, largely removing the need to engineer
individual components.
The first zenon application packages and the new core
functionalities associated with them will be available on
the market in 2019.
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I NTE RVI E W

with Thomas Punzenberger – founder and CEO of COPA-DATA,
as well as the inventor of zenon.

T hom a s P u n ze nb e r ge r, C E O a nd fou nde r of COPA-DATA ,
look s tow a r d a br ig ht f ut u r e

zenon gained prominence as an HMI/SCADA system.
Now COPA-DATA is positioning zenon as a software
platform – what has changed?
It wasn’t something that happened overnight. It’s an
evolution that has been ongoing for many years. Right
from the beginning we provided zenon with the standard
HMI/SCADA features. Since then, we have been constantly
adding to the spectrum of functionality we offer, and
there’s been a significant boost in development activities in
the last eight years. For example, we have been developing
extremely powerful reporting and business intelligence
features as well as a fully-fledged batch control system.
And for the energy sector, we have made zenon suitable for
deployment in distribution management and in electrical
substations. Due to the wide variety of applications that

can be implemented with zenon on the same technological
platform, we made the decision to begin positioning zenon
as what it has now become: a software platform for the
manufacturing industry and energy sector.
Customers of many years will have benefited from the
seamless compatibility of the latest zenon versions
and the continuous evolution and development of
new features. Will they still be able to harness these
advantages in the future?
Yes. Compatibility and long-term reliability will remain
central characteristics of zenon. We are committed to
ensuring that zenon projects maintain longevity and
amenability to maintenance, while being able to adapt
flexibly to the needs of the future.
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Figure 4: T he ze non S of t w a r e Plat for m
of fe r s a w ide ra n ge of c apabi l it ie s.
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COPA-DATA was founded in 1987 with the mission of
making life easier for automation engineers. What does
that mean exactly?
The founding principle was to just set parameters in order
to build software applications in automation more quickly,
more reliably, and with enduring success. The first areas of
application were in machine data acquisition, visualization,
and the monitoring and control of machines. Since then we
have expanded on this range of features considerably.
How relevant is this founding principle today?
It’s more relevant now than ever. The complexity of
applications is growing steadily and is set to increase
dramatically over the next few years as a result of the
departure from standalone solutions in automation. Today,
every production site and control level should be connected
– ideally beyond the shop floor and including business areas
not directly involved in production.
Amid the growing complexity, the idea of software that
makes things as simple as possible for users and gives them
new dimensions of freedom is more relevant than ever. For
me personally, evolving this idea in order to meet the needs
of today’s world is a fulfilling and fun challenge.
When COPA-DATA was founded, only automation
engineers were concerned with automation software.
Today, the lines between automation and business IT
infrastructure are becoming blurred – a phenomenon
known as IT/OT convergence. For us, this means that we
can support a growing user base with zenon.
What are the trends in software development and
deployment that COPA-DATA is currently pursuing?
zenon is typically used in facilities with machines and
systems that have lifecycles of over 15 years – in extreme
cases, running up to and beyond 30 years. In order to keep up
with ongoing developments, it is essential to keep renewing
zenon, especially so that it maintains great performance
and reliability characteristics. But it’s also really important
to avoid putting the cart before the horse and end up
trailing behind current technology trends. The technology
decisions that we make today must result in reliable longterm advantages for our customers. Over the last 30 years
we have managed this very well, and I’m confident that we
will continue to do so in the next 30 years as well.
The developments planned for the next few years are
set to become major milestones in the development of
zenon. What exactly can we expect?
The disappearance of standalone solutions in automation,
the growing connectivity of all production processes and
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business areas, and increasing flexibility place completely
different demands on application architectures than before.
We will soon be able to give our users much more freedom
and flexibility to choose the IT environment in which zenon
will operate, as well as which front-end technologies will
be used.
Crucially, we will maintain a central engineering
environment to keep applications efficient and maintainable
in the long term. That’s absolutely essential for ensuring
that applications implemented using zenon can continue
being developed and adapted.
All of our new developments are based on the same
values for which we’ve always stood: efficient engineering,
durability, performance, long-term compatibility, openness,
flexibility, and scalability.
Where do you see zenon in 30 years’ time?
Obviously, I’d need a crystal ball to see 30 years into the
future! But what I can say is we are committed to ensuring
that, in 30 years’ time, zenon will still have its finger on the
pulse of technology and will still be making life easier for
our users – better than any other software, in fact! Because
that’s what we’re all about.

the in terv ie w wa s conduc ted by
phillip w er r ,
cmo/coo at copa-data.
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2018 ZENON RELEASE
All the Highlights of the New Version
at a Glance
The new version of zenon offers structural improvements, better
performance, more user-friendly features, and improved analytics
capabilities. For the energy sector, it provides new functions that
make it easier to manage distribution grids. Here you can read about
the advantages of these new features.

I M P ROV E D U SA B I LIT Y FO R
E N G I N E E R I N G A N D A P P LI C ATI O N S
Addressing the issue of user-friendliness, we have invested
a great deal of energy in providing intuitive and efficient
project creation capabilities. With a view to helping
newcomers in particular, configuring images and symbols
is now much easier. Our GUI experts have conducted
usability tests in order to simplify the dialogs and give them
a more intuitive design. Not only does this make it easier
for beginners to get started with engineering work, it also
ensures that project creation is both simpler and quicker for
advanced users.

Of course, user-friendliness was also one of our
focal points for users of zenon projects. For example, the
improved usability of touchscreens for batch recipes in
the Batch Control module has delivered some significant
improvements, making it easier to manage batch processes
directly from the machine’s touchscreen panels.
TH E E X TE N D E D TR E N D M O D U LE
R E I M AG I N E D
In the process of developing new usability features, we
gave special consideration to the Extended Trend module.
The numerous innovations and optimizations ensure the

produc t s & serv ices

module is easier to use, benefiting both project creators
and users in equal measure. In particular, this has made
the design of engineering features much more efficient.
Graphical displays of archived data can be configured more
easily and intuitively, equipping the project creator with
the best possible tools for creating attractive charts.
For instance, index substitution, which is already an
established feature in zenon, is now also available for curve
variables. This enables you to create screens with trend
displays more quickly and efficiently.
Another area of focus was on making it even easier
to design trends with appealing graphics. The display of
curves, axes, and the diagram itself can now be predefined
and applied using the Styles functionality.
For users of the finished applications, it is now even
easier to obtain the exact relevant information needed.
It is possible to drag and drop project variables into the
diagram window of the Extended Trend module using the
native environment. This way, users can create the diagram
they want, containing the information they need, with just
one click – and gain a much better overview as a result.
A customizable pop-up screen provides quick information
relating to a specific variable. And right-clicking provides a
quick preview of the trend.
S H I F T S A N D Q UA LIT Y I N FO CU S
The new version makes it possible to conduct meaningful
analyses of production that take shift data into account.
Historical process data in the Alarm Message List, the
Chronological Event List, or even in trends and reports can
be filtered based on specific shifts. These analyses make it
possible to optimize production processes with regard to
different shifts.
You can now apply statistical process control (SPC) in
order to optimize production. At just the touch of a button,
the new version of zenon delivers reports for statistical
analyses of production quality. Alongside the standard
Process Capability, Control Chart, and Histogram SPC reports,
zenon also provides additional statistics reports. A box plot,
trend with limits, or XY trend can be used to measure and
ensure quality in production or pilot production. Equipped
with these analysis tools, you can monitor the stability of
production quality. This allows you to identify deviations at
an early stage and avoid production losses due to inadequate
quality.
A G LI M P S E I NTO TH E F U T U R E WITH
P R E D I C TIV E A N A LY TI C S
The new version has also paved the way for Predictive
Analytics, providing a glimpse into the future. Predictive
Analytics enables decisions to be made based on past
data with the assistance of forecasting models. The zenon
application supports two different types of forecasting:
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Figure 1: Rep or t s for s t at i s t ic a l pr oce s s cont r ol m a ke it
p os s ible to conduc t a s t at i s t ic a l a n a ly s i s of pr o duc t ion
qu a l it y at t he touc h of a but ton.

time-based forecasting focuses on how a value will develop
over time, while value-based forecasting shows how a value
will behave if another value changes (this can be used for
forecasting energy consumption in the event of a change
in production quantity, for example). The Prediction Model
Manager has been introduced as a new tool for configuring
forecasting models. It includes wizards for the step-by-step
creation of forecasting models. The zenon philosophy of
setting parameters instead of programming is also applied
to Predictive Analytics.
N E W F U N C TI O N FO R R E P O R TI N G :
C A LCU L ATE D F I E LDS
The engineering of reports has also been made more
flexible. The Calculated Fields feature enables the data
collected to be modified so that it is suitable for custom
calculations. Converting one measuring unit into another
and merging or adding data are just some examples of the
many applications in which Calculated Fields can be used.
The function increases flexibility in reporting because
reports can be customized to meet a user’s own specific
requirements. For those responsible for creating projects,
this means faster engineering than in the past.
D I S TR I B U TI O N M A N AG E M E NT I N
E N E RGY AU TO M ATI O N
Turning to energy automation, zenon now features
additional functions for Distribution Management systems.
Two brand-new modules – Load Flow Calculation and State
Estimator – enable grid calculations in the context of energy
distribution.
These can then be used to derive further calculations,
such as topologic interlocking from the grid calculation or
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Figure 2: T he ne w L oad F low C a lc u lat ion
a nd St ate E s t i m ator mo du le s h ave b e e n
deve lop e d s p e c i f ic a l ly for d i s t r ibut ion
m a n a ge me nt i n e ne r g y autom at ion.
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(n-1) calculation. zenon therefore enables you to conduct calculations in advance
to determine whether activating a switch will overload parts of the energy grid,
and if so, to what percentage. Alternatively, it can be used to determine whether
the failure of one component in the grid could lead to the failure of another.
F U T U R E - P RO O F LI C E N S I N G
The current version of zenon sees the introduction of a new licensing system
that is future-proof and based on the latest security standard. The new license
manager ensures a better overview and more flexibility as users can manage
their software licenses independently and more quickly.
P E R FO R M A N C E I M P ROV E M E NT S
At COPA-DATA, we continually invest development resources in improving
performance. This year the focus was on data distribution, networks, redundancy,
and cyclical archiving. Under test conditions, more than 10,000 variable
modifications per second were created in a single image thanks to optimized data
distribution between the driver and runtime. Through technologies like multithreading, the performance of network redundancy is boosted by up to 50 %.
Furthermore, stress tests have revealed a writing speed of 250,000 variables per
second for cyclical archiving.
M A N Y OTH E R N E W F E AT U R E S
The new version of zenon naturally has a lot more to offer. We only have a little
room to address some of these here – like the automated release of master recipes
in zenon Batch Control, which enables fully automated workflows. Or the new
driver for alternative data points, which prevents data loss and increases the
validity of recorded data. Plus, there’s the new user administration features,
such as the new “Power User” status, and much more.
Want to find out more? Get in touch with your local contact person.

a ndr e a mit ter er ,
produc t m a r k e ter
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SECURING A
SECURE ZENON
SOLUTION WITH
IEC 62443
COPA-DATA and TÜV SÜD have a long history of productive
collaboration. In this article, we consider which parts of this standard
are applicable for an independent software vendor such as COPA-DATA
and why certification makes sense.

In general, for a product vendor like COPA-DATA the
relevant parts of the standard are:
–– IEC 62443 3.1 – Security technologies for industrial
automation and control systems
–– IEC 62443 3.3 – System security requirements and
security levels
–– IEC 62443 4.1 – Secure product development lifecycle
requirements
While the first two parts can be seen as taking a more
technical approach towards the topic, part 4.1 deals with
necessary basics, such as planning and development
processes and Quality Assurance (QA) activities. Part 4.1 is
therefore the more important focus for COPA-DATA, since
any future product or feature development will be based on
the process and policy optimizations implemented.
S TA N DA R D A N D D E F I N E D P RO C E S S E S
FO R M A N AG I N G TH E P RO D U C T
D E V E LO P M E NT LI F E C YC LE
Essentially, IEC 62443 4.1 specifies the process requirements
for the secure development of products used in industrial
automation and control systems. It defines the requirements
for a secure development lifecycle (SDL) that should be
applied to any product within an industrial automation and
control systems environment.

The lifecycle description includes:
––
––
––
––
––
––
––

a security requirements definition
a secure design
secure implementation (including coding guidelines)
verification and validation
defect management
patch management, and
security information management.

These requirements can be applied to existing processes
for developing, maintaining, and retiring software such as
zenon. The current version of this part was released on
January 15, 2018, and is not scheduled for review until
2022.
H OW I E C 624 43 4 .1 U N D E RWR ITE S TH E
S E CU R E , H I G H - Q UA LIT Y D E V E LO P M E NT
OF ZENON
Now, let’s take a look at what that means for you, as a zenon
user, what happened at COPA-DATA and how we adapted to
meet the requirements of the standard and TÜV SÜD.
First of all, COPA-DATA created a Security Management
Team (SMT). Under the standard, this team should work
together for the full duration of one development lifecycle
or, in the context of COPA-DATA, for the duration of one
zenon release.
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Figure 1:
S e c u r it y i s s ue m a n a ge me nt
at COPA-DATA

The team’s primary responsibility is the planning,
monitoring, and communication of security enhancements
concerning COPA-DATA products and services. The team
is also responsible for the monitoring and communication
of possible security issues relating to built-in third-party
components. If and when any vulnerabilities related to
these components are discovered, COPA-DATA will trigger
its communication process to inform our customers about
the issue.
Throughout the lifecycle another important
responsibility of the team is the monitoring and evaluating of
the security-related processes which we have implemented
at COPA-DATA. As such, they perform a very important
role within QA Management and in terms of continuous
process optimization.
S E CU R IT Y TH R E AT M O D E LLI N G A N D TH E
P R I O R ITI Z ATI O N O F I S S U E S
Another important innovation was the introduction of
threat models and prioritization of security issues based
on a Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS). The
process of using threat models is an effective way to
manage potential threats for complex systems such as
zenon. The SMT uses this method to search for structural
vulnerabilities from the point of view of a potential
attacker. This model helps us – as a “defender” – to perform
a systematic analysis of potential attack vectors, as well as
gain a clear understanding of the assets most desirable to

an attacker. These threat models provide answers to the
most important questions in a security context: “Where are
my valuable assets?” “Where is my greatest vulnerability?”
and “What are the most pressing threats?”
Based on these threat models, the SMT gains a far better
understanding of where product optimizations – in the form
of features or structural enhancements – are necessary.
Using a CVSS to rate the identified threats is the next
step. With the help of the score it is possible to determine
the severity of identified security vulnerabilities. In this
way, this open industry standard makes it possible to give a
clear prioritization to the identified threats. As well as being
an excellent way to prioritize issues, using such a score is
a good way to get a very clear idea about the resources
needed to address the threat.
Scores are calculated with standardized tools which
reflect the ease of exploiting the vulnerability and the
impact of the exploitation. Scores range from 0 to 10,
with 10 being the most severe (https://nvd.nist.gov/vulnmetrics/cvss/v3-calculator is a typical example). At COPADATA all recorded security bugs and feature requests are
rated based on this scoring system.
TH O RO U G H S E CU R IT Y TE S TI N G , P LU S
E N H A N C E D Q UA LIT Y A S S U R A N C E A N D
CU S TO M E R S E RVI C E
Enhanced QA strategies were also addressed as part of
the security process implementation at COPA-DATA. We
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COPA-DATA i s ce r t i f ie d accor d i n g to t he I SA / I E C 624 4 3- 4 -1:2 018 s e c u r it y s t a nd a r d. I n
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introduced in-house penetration tests in addition to our
existing QA activities. These are performed for every zenon
release. We use two different penetration testing methods:
blind testing and internal penetration testing.
A blind test strategy simulates the actions and
procedures of a real attacker by severely limiting the initial
information given to the person or team performing the test.
Typically, they may only be given the name of the company.
Because this type of test can require a considerable amount
of time for reconnaissance, it can be expensive.
We also introduced internal penetration testing, a
test which mimics an inside attack from behind the firewall
by an authorized user with standard access privileges. This
kind of test is useful, for example, for estimating how much
damage a disgruntled employee could cause.
COPA-DATA is currently in the first year of
implementation of all these new standards, procedures,
and tools. We are already seeing a positive effect on our
products and processes. Not only that, but through the
formalization of the standard, our customers know they
can rely on our professional handling of all security issues
– not only within the product and its features but also, of
course, in terms of professional communication and issue
management.

r einh a r d m ay r ,
he a d of infor m ation secur it y a nd
r ese a rch oper ations
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FAQs

zenon as a
Software Platform
What’s changed and what’s staying the same?
This is where you’ll find the answers!

Digitization, which initially took hold in our private lives and is now
finding its way into industrial settings, makes it necessary for all
organizations to rethink their portfolios of products and solutions
– and even their entire supply chains and business models. Only
organizations that do this will maintain their ability to compete in
the long term. Read on to find out why zenon as a software platform
can make a genuine contribution to innovation, and what new
options will be supported by the new release in 2019.

Why does zenon need to be positioned as a software
platform?
More and more processes are being automated. More and
more information is going digital. “Things” are connecting
and communicating with each another. As a consequence,
the amount of data being generated is increasing at a
phenomenal rate. But data cannot add value on its own.
It is the processing of this data that provides the basis for
creating added value.
The emergence of intelligent machines, intelligent
devices, and intelligent software is making entirely new
industrial applications possible. These applications are
breaking through boundaries of disciplines that were
previously totally separate. Production data is no longer
held separately from data generated from other areas of an
organization. And data from one production site is no longer

isolated from data from other production sites, wherever
they might be located in the world.
If entire supply chains are to be digitized, Operational
Technology (OT) and Information Technology (IT) must be
perfectly aligned. The Internet of Things (IoT) and cloud
technology are driving forward intelligent data generation,
storage, and processing. This provides the basis for the
transformation of manufacturing and utility companies into
intelligent factories and intelligent supply companies. The
concept of the Fourth Industrial Revolution is encouraging
the development and implementation of new scenarios
in production. What’s more, these new scenarios are
challenging the traditional automation pyramid as we know
it. In an intelligent factory, the production area (the field and
production levels) is no longer separated from the higherlevel control system or even from production planning
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Figure 1: T he ze non S of t w a r e Plat for m

or controlling. Instead, we are seeing interdisciplinary,
flexible, scalable, and open architectures.
In these new architectures, earlier categories such as
Human Machine Interface (HMI), Supervisory Control
and Data Acquisition (SCADA), Manufacturing Execution
Systems (MES), and Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
can no longer be treated as isolated levels or layers.
This doesn’t mean that functions in these categories no
longer exist, but that modern architectures are combining
them. Treating these categories as isolated levels is out of
date and no longer meets the requirements of our developing
industrial environment.
What exactly does the new positioning look like?
The progress of digitization and the associated changes to
the industrial landscape have made it necessary for us to
keep refining our portfolio of products and solutions.

Versatile information flow beyond traditional levels
and across crumbling boundaries that previously separated
different disciplines requires a new way of thinking and
more modern approaches.
Positioning zenon as a software platform is an accurate
reflection of what it actually is – a platform that offers
several possible applications. Not only that, but this
approach also provides a future-proof foundation for
developing zenon further.
In the future, our existing products will come together
and collectively make up the zenon software platform.
You will still be able to purchase existing products, such
as zenon Supervisor, in the current configurations. You
can also, of course, continue to implement a whole range of
different applications based on the software platform.
In addition to the ability to create entirely customerspecific applications, we will be offering what will be
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known as “application sets” in the future. An application
set for line management in the Food & Beverage sector, for
example, contains not only the necessary technological
components but also ready-made project templates to
enable applications to be engineered much more quickly.
What is important is that everything is based on the same
platform and can be combined as well as expanded and
adapted individually.
Machine builders and OEMs are continuing to use
individually bundled runtime systems which are also based
on the technological components of the zenon software
platform.
With the new platform offering, we want to show even
more transparently what zenon can do and where it can add
value, entirely independently of previous categories such
as HMI or SCADA.
What are typical areas of application and how can I
benefit from the platform?
Let’s take the Energy and Infrastructure sector, one of our
four key industries, as an example. Currently, our industryspecific zenon Energy Edition software supports the
efficient engineering and integration of energy projects for
the generation, transmission, and distribution of power. It
is a clever solution for a wide range of applications.
The possible areas of application in energy automation
differ greatly from each other. The features and functions
required to control a hydroelectric power plant are not the
same as those required to store energy. For this reason, in
the future, we will be delivering application sets to meet
these individual needs. The zenon projects and symbols
supplied with these sets reduce implementation time. You
will benefit from being able to deploy a solution with zenon
even more quickly.
The application sets support a number of areas of
application in the Energy and Infrastructure sector,
including:
––
––
––
––
––
––

Substation automation
Distribution management
Automation of hydroelectric power plants
Energy storage systems
Power generation from renewable energies
Substation automation in rail-bound transportation
and control of auxiliary tunnel systems

Is it possible to use zenon to run multiple applications
and even create interdisciplinary links?
Yes, it will be possible to combine multiple applications in
a central integration project in the usual way. For example,
you can “marry up” your line management and energy
data management centrally and benefit from correlating
production and energy data. This provides the perfect

opportunity to tap into synergies and better identify
potential for improvement.
What additional opportunities does zenon offer?
The amalgamation of familiar technology components in the
new software platform combined with the new application
sets will enable you to implement your applications quickly
and purposefully.
From data collection through machine operation and
beyond to business intelligence, zenon offers an integrated
environment for digital transformation.
It enables synergies to be created. Users at all levels –
from production through management – can play their part
in positive business success that can be measured in the
long term.
Does the platform require a new engineering tool?
The zenon software platform builds on known technology
components from COPA-DATA and combines these in an
entirely new and innovative way.
The central engineering tool for the software platform
is – and will remain – the zenon Editor, with its familiar
import and export mechanisms and functionalities.
Do I have to acquire more knowledge?
As the zenon software platform builds on known products
and modules, you will be perfectly positioned to reuse
the knowledge you have already acquired. Even zenon
certifications obtained previously will continue to be valid.
So, anyone who is able to work with zenon today will
continue to be able to do so in the future.
Is the platform compatible with existing zenon
installations?
The various compatibility modes in zenon ensure that your
intellectual property and your solutions are permanently
secure in a zenon project. You can continue to use work you
have previously compiled while also benefiting from the
new functionalities of the software platform.
You will not have to start projects again from scratch.
You simply pick up your work where you last left off. The
solution thus expands with the addition of the new options
without losing previously compiled projects.
In making the transition to the new platform you will be
supported by zenon’s familiar compatibility modes including
editor, backward, runtime, and online compatibility.
Are the applications that are being implemented on the
basis of the software platform scalable?
zenon enables you to start projects small and scale them
step by step over long periods of time and across multiple
software versions. You can thus gradually develop your
production facilities. The automation environment grows in
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parallel with them. Your cost risk remains small, because the
investment required is closely linked to the development of
the organization.
Can I also use the platform to implement “traditional”
HMI/SCADA applications?
Applications including local operation of a machine and
even a traditional SCADA application continue to be possible
with zenon. The zenon platform consists of fundamental
components from the COPA-DATA product portfolio and is
thus suitable for universal use.
What makes zenon different from software systems on
the market and where do I find the benefits for me?
While a software system would have been developed
with the focus on serving a specific, predefined purpose, a
software platform gives you the option of building a variety
of solutions on an existing foundation. With zenon, you can
set up a range of different interdisciplinary applications on
a single software platform. In the future, your energy data
management will be based on the same technology as your
line management and can be merged in a central location.
In choosing this type of solution you will not only
significantly increase engineering efficiency but also benefit
from the assurance of long-term and efficient maintenance
of the developed applications.
What does the license model look like?
Our customers currently purchase zenon by paying a oneoff license fee. This model is known as perpetual licensing.
In addition to this, they can take out a maintenance contract
once every calendar year to cover maintenance and support
for zenon.
In addition to our existing license model, we will be
introducing a new subscription-based model which will
include product maintenance and support alongside usage
rights for the software.

chr istoph dor igat ti,
he a d of in ter nationa l sa les
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ZEN O N R EC I P E S FI R S T- H A N D:

TREATS FROM
ENGINEER’S KITCHEN
te x t:
seba sti a n bä sk en,
public r el ations consulta n t

The Engineer’s Kitchen YouTube series, produced by COPA-DATA, has now been
running for a good year. In the kitchen of the Salzburg-based development team,
zenon specialist Reinhard Mayr chats with experts about specific applications and
functions in zenon. The unique way in which engineering is carried out with zenon
– by clicking instead of coding – is always at the forefront of the conversation.
You can find a brief description of the first twelve episodes below. However, we do
recommend you visit the COPA-DATA YouTube channel to get a taste of what’s on
offer for yourself. Enjoy!

A s a long -sta n ding ze n on sp e cialist at
CO PA- DATA , it go es with o ut saying that
Rein ha rd M ayr is fa milia r with almost all
of ze n on’s developm e nt s . N eve r th eless ,
in conve rsations with his colleagues
af te r a n Engin e e r ’s K itch e n re cording ,
eve n Rein ha rd f in ds himself saying , “ Ve r y
exciting; I g e n uin ely didn’ t kn ow that
b efore ! ”

“HEAD CHEF” AND INTERVIEWER:

R E I N HAR D MAYR
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1

Tips & t rick s to s peed u p
engin eering in zenon
E xp e r t: I rina
Th e f irst e piso d e of Engin e e r ’s
K itch e n se r ves up usef ul tips a n d
tricks for e ngin e e ring with ze n on .
It is roun d e d of f with sh or tcut s
a n d pra c tic al d esign tips – a n
excelle nt intro duc tion to working
eve n more ef f icie ntly with ze n on .

2

E PISODE
Creat ing p rojec t screen s
wit h a s lit t le ef for t a s
possible
E xp e r t: An dreas

E PISODE

A goo d ch ef c a n ch op th eir
ingre die nt s pre cisely a n d at lightning
sp e e d . A goo d e ngin e e r, mea nwhile , kn ows
h ow to use f un c tions like substitution a n d
re pla cing in dices to sp e e d up th eir proje c t
d evelopme nt . This e piso d e sh ows h ow that
c a n look in pra c tice .

3

Con n ec t ing d evices –
q uick & ea sy
E xp e r t: M a rkus
I n this e nte r taining e piso d e ,
a n I EC 6 1 8 5 0 I ED a n d a n
in dustrial P LC a re con n e c te d to
ze n on in n o time at all . M utual
communic ation is esta blish e d in
a mat te r of mome nt s . It ’s th e fast
foo d of th e e ngin e e ring world .

4

E PISODE
M a ke you r p rojec t a
fea st for t h e eyes
E xp e r t: G e ro

Foo d sh o uld b e a feast for th e
eyes – a n d so sh o uld pro duc t
design . M ode rn inte r fa ces sh o uld
b e clea r a n d look goo d . St yles in
ze n on h elp th e e ngin e e r ce ntrally
ma nag e gra phic al ele me nt s a n d th eir
prop e r ties .
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5

A recipe for in d u st rial
IoT a rchitec t u res
E xp e r t: Stefa n
Th e a dva ntag es of ze n on
really come into th eir own in
th e in d ustrial I oT e nviro nme nt .
Automate d e ngin e e ring h elps with
th e integration of e quipme nt a n d th e
integrate d ze n on G ateway e na bles
se cure data uploa d to th e clo ud –
a treat for OT a n d IT.

6

E PISODE
E n ergy M a n ag em ent wit h
tailor - m a d e repor t s
E xp e r t: Th om as

E PISODE

7

H ow much e n e rgy is re quire d to
m a n ufa c ture ea ch produc tion unit?
A m ode rn e n e rgy data m a nage m e nt
syste m base d on ze n on Analyze r is
design e d to give de cision - ma ke rs
mea ningf ul insight s f rom e n e rgy a n d
produc tion data .

Creat ing com pa rison
repor t s in zenon An alyzer
M a n ag em ent St u dio
E xp e r t: Ch ristoph
ze n on Analyze r M a nag e me nt Studio
works like a pre p kitch e n for re por t s .
Tha n ks to it s struc ture d workspa ce
containing pra c tic al ingre die nt s a n d
pre - pre pa re d te mplates , yo u c a n use
it to create compa rison re por t s at
lightning sp e e d .

8

E PISODE
H a rdwa re in d epen d ent
batch p rocessing
E xp e r t: Rob e r t

E PISODE

9

A recipe for in d u st rial
IoT a rchitec t u res
E xp e r t: Alexa n d e r
K itch e ns a n d comp ute rs have
on e thing in common: too ma ny
simulta n e o us processes c a n bring th e
ch ef – or th e comp ute r – to it s kn e es .
Alexa n d e r explains h ow ze n on proje c t s
c a n b e cleve rly optimize d to maintain
gra phic al p e r forma n ce .

Th e ze n on B atch Control m odule
provid es suppor t wh e n it comes to
complying with key regulations , such as
FDA 2 1 Pa r t 1 1 . I n this e piso d e , Rob e r t
explains h ow P FC re cip es a re conf igure d
in a ccorda n ce with I SA- 8 8 a n d h ow th e
correspon ding pa ra m ete rs a re assign e d .
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10

E PISODE
I nteg rat ing zenon
p rojec t s into exist ing
Ac t ive D irec tor y u ser
a d minist rat ion
E xp e r t: M a rk

E PISODE

11

zenon web a p plic at ion s
wit h HTM L 5 for
d a s h boa rd s

Wh o has p e rmission to come into
yo ur kitch e n? Yo u sh o uld kn ow wh o
has control ove r yo ur n utrition – a n d
yo ur comp ute r processes . M a rk , our
se curit y exp e r t, explains h ow Ac tive
Dire c tor y use r data c a n b e lin ke d with
a uth orization levels – a n d much more –
in ze n on proje c t s .

E xp e r t: S a n dra
Pe ople of te n exp e c t pro d uc tio n
data to b e prese nte d in we b
dash b oa rds . I n ze n o n Edito r,
you c a n compile browse rin d e p e n d e nt HTM L 5 proje c t s
to prese nt pro duc tion data in
we b dash b oa rds . What ’s mo re ,
you c a n ma ke cha ng es to th e
dash b oa rd m e n u q uickly a n d
easily onlin e .

12

E PISODE
Long - term com pat ibilit y
u sing zenon
E xp e r t: Wolfga ng

If well maintain e d , a ch ef ’s most
truste d tools g et b et te r with ag e .
S o it is with ze n on . Th e compatibilit y
me cha nisms in ze n on prote c t
intelle c tual prop e r t y for proje c t s ove r
th e long te rm . Well - esta blish e d , long run ning proje c t s re main compatible with
up date d a n d se cure syste ms .

New episodes from the second series of Engineer’s Kitchen are already
online. Tip: Use the settings in your YouTube player to automatically
translate the English subtitles into your preferred language.
Do you want to start thinking outside the box and get new ideas for
your zenon engineering? You can find all the episodes of Engineer’s
Kitchen using the QR code or at:
www.copadata.com/engineerskitchen

Do you have any ideas or requests for other topics that we should explore on Engineer’s
Kitchen? Send your suggestions to info@copadata.com

I N D U S T R I E S & S O LU T I O N S

INDUSTRIES
&
SOLUTIONS
FOOD & B E VER AG E
EN ERGY & IN FR ASTRUC TU RE
AUTOMOTIVE
PHARMACEUTICAL
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R E S U LTS FRO M O U R S EC U R IT Y
S TAT U S Q U O S U RV E Y A N D A TA S TE O F ZEN O N ’ S
C Y B ER S EC U R IT Y C R ED ENTIA L S

FOOD AND BEVER AGE
TAKES A LEAD
When it comes to new technologies, the Food and Beverage
industry is often an early adopter. Competitive production
plants are focused on high productivity and the flexibility of
their processes. Today, plants are increasingly automating their
data flows, committed to the full integration of production
equipment. Growing volumes of data are acquired, transferred,
and processed. It is exciting to see the many great opportunities
this trend is bringing to the industry, but it is important to also
consider the new security challenges it brings.

D I G ITA LI Z ATI O N M U S T B E S E CU R E
In the era of digitalization, automation and IT software
platforms are playing a critical role for the reliable and
safe production of food and beverages. Together with
mechanical and electrical equipment parts, software is the
element which controls every single process step. Software
ensures that proper recipe parameters are set to achieve the
expected quality. It is the interface between operators and
machinery, supervising production in real time, analyzing
historical data, and integrating with other IT systems. With
software playing such an important role, we must consider
what could happen without robust cyber security concepts
in place.
Imagine the simple scenario of an unauthorized person
slightly modifying some set points in a brewing process.
The result will be more dramatic than merely unexpectedly
changing the taste of the beer. A large amount of costly

ingredients may be lost because the batch has been
compromised. Even worse, the safety of the brewhouse
operation may be endangered.
S U RV E Y: C Y B E R S E CU R IT Y I N
B E V E R AG E P RO D U C TI O N
COPA-DATA is conscious of the central role zenon plays in
numerous industrial applications worldwide. Our assumed
responsibility is manifested in the “security by design”
concept of zenon. This is backed up by COPA-DATA’s
continuous security investment which enables end users,
their OEMs, and system integrators to enjoy a high level of
cyber security for their applications.
As part of this, we undertook a survey of a number of
representatives from nearly 230 companies. The participants
kindly gave us their point of view on cyber security. Here’s
an overview of what they told us.

Cyber Security
in Beverage Production
With trends and initiatives such as Industry 4.0,
Smart Factories, Industry of Things, etc., one topic definitely
stands out: Connectivity.

IEC
62443

Encrypted
communication

User
authentication

Patch
management
Firewalls

With the increased demand for communication capabilities of machines,
it is also important to focus on the topic of Cyber Security. Among other
things, Cyber Security presupposes that systems are current and security
updates are carried out in order to best protect from attacks.

survey

priority

We wanted to find out if
Cyber Security was a
topic of interest in
beverage production.

Significance of Cyber Security in production

55.7%

For
of those
questioned, the topic of
Cyber Security in production
had a low priority.

228 companies took part
(Beverage manufacturers and
fillers, breweries)

13.2%

13.2%

16.2%

8.8%

11.8%

35.1%

1.8%

Participants were
businesses from Germany,
Austria and Switzerland.

Prio. 1

Prio. 2

Prio. 3

Prio. 4

Prio. 5

Prio. 6

No
response

Companies of all
sizes were represented
very high Priority

very low Priority

The larger the company (measured on the output),
the higher the topic of Cyber Security in production
was prioritized.

windows operating system
20.6%
According to our survey,

Windows
XP
is the most widely used operating

11.8%

11.8%
8.3%

system in beverage production.

Every 5th company

2.2%
Windows
10

1.3%

Windows Windows Windows Previous Windows
8/8.1
7
XP
Windows (version
version unknown)

still uses Windows XP. Outdated
systems present a substantial security
risk, as none of the relevant updates
are available.

responsibility
Who is responsible for Cyber Security in production?
Production team

43.0%

IT team 19.7%
Production and IT team in collaboration

7.5%

Production team in collaboration with another team 3.1%
IT team in collaboration with another team 1.8%
External consulting companies 8.3%
CEOs or owners 5.3%
Maintenance and/or electrical engineers 1.8%
Quality management or data security engineers 1.3%
Other 1.3%
No response 7.0%

Are there strategies and
workflows in the company for
system updates?

x

Updates

The strategies and workflows for system
updates of software systems are quite varied.
They vary according to internal corporate
structures, suppliers, contracts, and age of the
machines.

YES 46.5%
NO 44.7%
NO
RESPONSE
8.8.%

state of the art?
How did those questioned estimate their production
equipment compared to similar companies?
No response

7.5%

Very outdated

2.6%

Outdated

11.4%

Average

38.6%

Modern

32.0%

Very advanced

7.9%
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S U RV E Y: C Y B E R S E CU R IT Y I N B E V E R AG E P RO D U C TI O N −
OUR FINDINGS

As a software provider who cares
deeply about the security of our
solutions, we have drawn out
several interesting aspects from
these survey results.

P R I O R IT Y: R EQ U I R E S E LE VATI N G
When it comes to cyber security, the business risk is
considerable, whatever the size of your business. zenon
can help all organizations, whether or not you have a
clear cyber security strategy, by advancing the cyber
security topic in a pragmatic and straight-forward way.
For example, zenon enables IT teams when they implement
their security concepts and architectures – from data
gateways to adequate communication ports. zenon assures
encrypted communication in all directions: default for
zenon networking and an on-board options for various data
transfer protocols. zenon offers a robust user management
with differentiated authorization, either at local level or
integrated plant-wide within the Active Directory system.
Plus, zenon applications are signature-protected against
malicious manipulations.
These are just a few of the many security shields food
and beverage manufacturing plants can benefit from when
they use zenon.
R E S P O N S I B I LIT Y: A P RO F E S S I O N A L
A P P ROAC H
The predominant opinion held by those surveyed is that
production teams should take prime responsibility for
cyber security. Here are people who already have wideranging responsibilities: productivity, consumption,

quality, flexibility, etc. It is true that production teams
should define their cyber security demands in so far as
they affect the protection of sensitive production data,
intellectual property (e.g. product recipes), co-workers’
rights and responsibilities, information availability, and
communication performance. However, cyber security
cannot be ensured without automation and IT specialists.
Moreover, it requires the renewed focus of maintenance
specialists, electrical engineers, and operators. These
organizational aspects must be supported by effective
software technology, such as zenon. As exemplified, zenon
brings security by design to any industrial application,
be it process control, productivity supervision, energy
optimization tools, or plant historian and reporting.
U P DATE S : BA L A N CI N G COS T WITH TH E
S E CU R IT Y I M P LI C ATI O N S
Software updates are often perceived in terms of cost of
licenses, maintenance, and even integration work – and, as
such, part of the total cost of ownership (TCO). How can
zenon help here? Importantly, COPA-DATA’s philosophy
of compatibility between versions makes upgrades simple.
First, the user can decide when to update the version of
the Runtime (running the zenon application), because even
older versions will remain compatible with the newest
development environment and other zenon applications
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that may be being used elsewhere on the network. Second,
all the native components of a zenon application are easy
to convert to the newest version – no re-engineering is
needed. In this way, zenon users can take advantage of the
latest security features with minimum effort.
WI N D OWS O P E R ATI N G SYS TE M S :
P RO LO N G M AC H I N E LI F E C YC LE S
One startling finding from our survey is that one in five
companies still use Windows XP – an operating system that
was discontinued many years ago, a situation which has
increased the likelihood of it having security vulnerabilities.
Plants continuing to use it are exposed to high risk from all
machines and systems running Windows XP – and those
connected to them, whether for data acquisition or remote
maintenance purposes.
The high degree of connectivity inherent in digitalized
manufacturing makes having a clear update plan for
installed operating systems absolutely essential. zenon is
kept always up-to-date and compatible with the newest
Windows operating systems. This helps production teams
to prolong the lifecycle of their machine, thus ensuring
they are ready to meet the challenges of digitalization.
S TATE O F TH E A R T: FO O D A N D
B E V E R AG E TA K E S A LE A D
Our cyber security survey ends on a positive note – with
the estimation by most of the participants that they use
state-of-the-art equipment. This harmonizes with the idea
that the dynamic Food and Beverage industry is a leader
and generally adopts new technologies in their early phase.
The challenge now for the industry is to also demonstrate
its leadership in the important issue of cyber security by
adopting state-of-the-art security technologies.
The cyber security topic brings with it challenges, but
also opportunities. Growing competencies and continuously
improving security strategies are essential. We have seen
how zenon helps but, nevertheless, here at COPA-DATA,
our journey goes on. We will continue to develop our
cyber security agenda through new research, committed
product improvements, specific training, and many other
initiatives. Since August 2018, COPA-DATA has also been
certified according to the IEC 62443 security standard.
Stay informed about our news on cyber security and
subscribe to our Food & Beverage Newsletter.

emili a n a x ini a ,
industry m a nager
food a nd be v er age
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ZE NON SUCCE SS STORY

B I R R I FI C I O A NTO N IA N O’ S N E W C R A F T- B EER P RO D U C TI O N

Craft Beer
and Industrial Efficiency
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To meet the ever-growing demand for its top quality craft beers,
the Birrificio Antoniano S.r.l. Company in Padua selected the
Treesse Progetti S.r.l. Company and zenon, COPA-DATA's
HMI/SCADA software solution, for its new automated brewery.

TH E A NTO N IA N O B R E WE RY
Birrificio Antoniano was founded in Padua in 2013 as an
agricultural brewery. It was a conscious choice to become
one with the land that gives the unique flavor to the beer
that it produces. The brewery was a "dream come true"
for a team of former beverage distributors who remade
themselves into craft beer brewers. With a strong love for
the territory and being totally dedicated to the quality of its
raw materials and products, the Birrificio Antoniano team
chose to use craft brewing methods. Under the direction of
the master brewer, who guides each stage of production,
their approach maintains respect for the raw materials and
a commitment to wait patiently for the natural product to
mature.

batch production capacity and the hand-made process,
thanks to the staff's experience Birrificio Antoniano could
make several kinds of beer using an especially flexible
production process. In this way, the business got its start
on the market by brewing beers that satisfied the tastes of
a vast number of beer enthusiasts.
TH E R EQ U I R E M E NT S
With demand growing on the craft beer market, the
management at Birrificio Antoniano realized that the
time was right to increase their production capacity by
automating their plant. Their goal was for their brewery
to increase batch sizes from 500 to 2,000 liters. To achieve
this, they needed a new production plant with increased

“zenon has met all of the project requirements, especially in terms of the graphics applied to
the multi-monitor displays, and for recipe management, where the structure was imported from
another system. The trend and reporting functions were also fundamental to this application.”
STEFANO GASPARINI,
TECHNICAL SALES MANAGER AT TREESSE PROGETTI S.R.L.

TH E I N ITIA L S IT UATI O N
Birrificio Antoniano used to make several types of craft
beers in 500-liter batches using very basic, almost manual,
production and process controls. This was handled mainly
by the master brewer and his staff. Despite the 500-liter

capacity and more automation that would, at the same time,
keep the same staff employed in the management of the
new brands. The essential objectives were to build a plant
with machinery able to optimize the yield of their raw
materials, ensure consistent production batch after batch,
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Figure 1: T he m a s te r br e we r c a n ke ep t rac k of t he e nt i r e
pr o duc t ion pr oce s s at a g la nce v ia t he mu lt iple mon itor s
d i s play i n g s up e r v i s ion appl ic at ion i n for m at ion i n t he cont r ol
r oom .

and still be flexible enough to change the beers' recipes.
This meant keeping close control over the temperature and
fermentation status of each tank in the brewery. The same
system would then closely monitor and supervise not only
the production but also the utilities that the entire brewery
used, all from one central control station.
TH E SO LU TI O N
To achieve its objectives, Birrificio Antoniano requested the
support of Treesse Progetti S.r.l., which supplies brewing
process automation software and systems, based on zenon,
COPA-DATA's HMI/SCADA software. In over thirty years
of doing business, Treesse Progetti has demonstrated that
it is a leader in the field of industrial process automation by
offering customized products and services of the highest
quality. Over the years the company has specialized in the
Food & Beverage industry, especially in beer production.
Currently, 70% of all the beer production plants in Italy have
installed Treesse software. COPA-DATA is a technological
leader in the development of industrial automation software

solutions. With its zenon Product Family, COPA-DATA can
cover every automation stage – from the sensor to the cloud.
Together, Treesse Progetti and COPA-DATA have succeeded
in meeting the needs of Birrificio Antoniano.
Their facility has a surface area of 1,850 m2 with a
current production capacity of 21,000-22,000 hl/year. It
can boil four to five 2,000-liter batches each day, five days
a week.
Not only has Birrificio Antoniano increased its
production, but thanks to the solution provided, it has
increased its flexibility because of zenon's powerful recipe
management system. The system is platform independent.
It can be built on any type of hardware because of zenon's
high capacity for integration with existing plant systems.
With its intuitive graphical interface, compliance with the
appropriate standards, and adaptability to replicate an
existing SQL-based recipe management system, excellent
results in overall performance have been achieved.
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Figure 2: Bi r r i f ic io A nton ia no w it h Tr e e s s e P r oget t i a nd t he
sof t w a r e ze non we nt f r om a pr o duc t ion of 5 0 0 -l ite r batc he s to
2 ,0 0 0 -l ite r batc he s p e r d ay.

M I N I M A L TR AI N I N G TI M E
Following the completion of Treesse Progetti's project
using zenon, Birrificio Antoniano went from a near-manual
production to an entirely automated craft beer brewing
process. The increase in production capacity has been
achieved at the same time as gaining greater flexibility and
ergonomics in the operators' duties. The staff needed very
little training to learn how to use the new applications. This
was because the intuitively structured graphical interface
was created with high levels of usability, so training time
could be reduced to nearly zero.
M U LTI - M O N ITO R D I S P L AY
One of the project goals was to be able to manage the entire
plant from one single control station. Using zenon, the
master brewer now has a control room from where, on the
several monitors, he can supervise the entire production
process. He can see the status of the recipes being prepared
on one monitor. On another, the alarms page is displayed.
On another, the complete overview of the entire production
line, from the ingredients blending stage to the fermentation
process right up to storage, is displayed. All the while, he
can keep track of the temperature indicators and the most
important production performance levels.

FA S T FAC T S :
––

I n crease d produc tivit y

––

Ergon omic s

––

Flexibilit y

––

I ntuitive gra phic al inte r fa ce

––

Ze ro training time

––

M ulti- monitor display

––

Powe r f ul re cip e ma nag e me nt syste m

––

H igh usa bilit y

CO NTAC T:
D iego Fila
S ales Engin e e r,
CO PA- DATA Italy
diego.f ila @ copa data . it
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I N FO C U S:

SYSTEMS FOR
ENERGY STOR AGE
Energy storage systems and their application in
modern electricity grids

Today’s electricity grids cannot function without energy storage systems. They are
used for a wide range of purposes: as control instruments, as buffers for generation and
load peaks, and as long-term storage systems. In these applications, battery storage is
playing an increasingly important role. The technology is still in its infancy, however,
and undergoing constant development. In this article, we look at the ways in which
energy storage systems are used today and what role batteries will play in the future.

industr ies & solu tions

We are all familiar with storage systems for electrical
energy – like the rechargeable and single-use batteries
that we find in our household appliances, cars, tools,
and machines. They have been used in a myriad of both
personal and industrial applications for over 100 years
now. But in electricity grids with fluctuating infeed and
consumption levels, storage systems need to deal with
exceptionally large volumes of energy. This is certainly
true of conventional energy generation from fossil fuels,
but where it really becomes important is in grids supplied
by renewable sources of energy.
N U M E RO U S A P P LI C ATI O N S
Generally speaking, an energy storage system in an
electricity grid must be able to both draw and supply
energy. If the storage system is disconnected from the grid,
it must be able to operate as an isolated unit.
One way in which users can benefit from the application
of a storage system is in the optimization of consumption
in a self-contained environment. Alternatively, storage
systems can be used to serve the market in a multi-regional
grid – by supplying balancing energy, for instance. A third
example is voltage stabilization within a grid.
IT A LL D E P E N DS O N P OWE R D E N S IT Y
For nearly 100 years, energy has been temporarily stored
on a large scale in pumped-storage power plants. Excess or
very low-cost energy in the form of electricity is used to
pump water from a lower-altitude lake to a higher one. This
moves around massive volumes of energy. The pumpedstorage power plant Limberg II in Kaprun, Austria, is one
example of this. If the total contents of its lower lake (81.2
million m3) were to be pumped completely into its higher
lake, approximately 81,000 MWh would be available. This
could then be retrieved with an output power of 480 MW.
Of course, this is only a theoretical figure because the lakes
are never completely emptied.
If we compare the Limberg II system to the world’s
largest battery storage system in Mira Loma, California, it
becomes clear that the pumped-storage system is not the
most space-efficient way of storing energy. The Mira Loma
battery-based project consists of 396 power packs, each of
which can store 80 MWh and output 20 MW of power. They
are situated on an area of just 6,000 m2, whereas the two
lakes used by the Limberg II pumped-storage system cover
an area of 3.1 km2 – around 500 times larger. As a result,
the power density of the batteries would be 21 times higher.
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E LE C TR I CIT Y M U S T B E P ROVI D E D WH E N
CO N S U M E D
Today’s integrated grids operate an AC grid with a frequency
of 50 Hz (in Europe, large parts of Asia, and Australia)
or 60 Hz (North America and parts of South America). If
generation and consumption are the same, the frequency
remains stable at this level. If generation is higher than
consumption, the frequency will rise. If generation is lower
than consumption, the frequency will drop. This is also the
reason why frequency-synchronized clocks in Europe were
running slow by several minutes at the start of this year:
consumption exceeded generation, causing the frequency
to fall and the clocks to tick more slowly.
BA L A N CI N G E N E RGY FO R G R I D
FREQUENCY
Transmission system operators (TSOs) are the entities
responsible for keeping the frequency within a certain
tolerance range. To do this, they use primary and secondary
balancing energy to counteract frequency variation.
Primary balancing energy systems are fitted directly to
the turbines of power plants, where they measure the
frequency and immediately increase or decrease turbine
output if the frequency deviates from 50 Hz. Secondary
balancing energy works in a similar way but is performed at
a control center rather than at the turbine. In this case, the
control signal is sent from the control center to many power
plants and turbine controllers with different weightings
in order to keep the frequency stable. Additionally, in gas
or hydroelectric power plants, tertiary balancing energy
is used. This is done by starting up or shutting down the
turbines in a matter of minutes. The three balancing types
are operated in parallel and are used to ensure frequency
stability by matching power generation precisely to current
consumption.
WH AT D O E S TH I S H AV E TO D O WITH
BAT TE RY S TO R AG E ?
A lot! Battery storage systems can be used to supply
primary balancing energy – and deliver interesting
economic benefits as well. On average, a TSO pays around
100 euros per year for 10 kW of battery power that can
be used for primary balancing, regardless of whether the
output is needed or not. As an example of this applied to
a current project, 10 MW of installed second-life batteries
from electric cars could yield 100,000 euros per year.
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Figure 1: E ne r g y s tora ge a nd s upply for f r e que nc y cont r ol.

E N E RGY S TO R AG E FO R S M A R T G R I DS
A smart grid is a grid which uses control and communication
in a specific way to avoid the need for costly expansions
of the existing cable or line infrastructure. However, if the
control of distributed power generators does not produce
the desired figures or if, for example, voltage tolerances
are exceeded, or transformers are overloaded, an energy
storage system may be of use. It stores excess energy and
can thus prevent the need to shut down a distributed power
generator (or, at least, delay such an eventuality). This type
of energy storage can be used for optimizing self-supply,
storing energy peaks, ensuring a household can run offgrid, and providing back-up voltage in a sensitive supply
area.
BAT TE RY S TO R AG E SYS TE M S FO R TH E
I N D E P E N D E NT S TA R T- U P O F P OWE R
P L A NT S
If a power plant is able to run what is known as a black
start, this means that it can start itself up independently
and supply energy in the event of a blackout. To achieve

this, reliable energy storage systems need to be in place in
order to run the auxiliary power units for start-up – so that
a compressed air supply or oil lubrication is available, for
example. The energy in this case comes from conventional
lead batteries, which supply the auxiliary power units with
direct current. In contrast, power plants that cannot run
black starts need energy from the grid in order to restore
the plant to operation.
BAT TE R I E S A S S TA B I LI Z E R S FO R
R E N E WA B LE S
Energy from the sun and wind naturally fluctuates widely,
potentially creating a huge balancing problem for the
electricity grid. For example, if the wind suddenly drops or
a cloud blots out the sun, the amount of power generated
will change. Conversely, a boost in the infeed caused by the
wind picking up may cause the line frequency to increase.
If this happens too quickly, the primary balancing system
is often unable to compensate for it and the secondary
balancing is too slow.
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For this reason, the immediate rise or drop of power output experienced in
wind or solar installations is dampened by batteries. If the wind picks up or solar
radiation increases, energy generation rises rapidly and this excess energy is used
to charge a battery. This reduces the steep rise in output, giving the primary and
secondary balancing systems enough time and capacity to compensate for any
further rise. On the other hand, if the wind or solar radiation drop abruptly, the
battery compensates for the fall in output by feeding power into the grid. These
battery storage systems can be in effect for a matter of minutes to several hours.
LO N G -TE R M S TO R AG E : S E A SO N A L S H I F T
Alongside the short-term storage of power-generation peaks, demand is growing
for systems which can conserve energy for longer periods of time. One term that
is currently trending in this context is “seasonal shift,” which refers to the storage
of energy over several months. “Power-to-gas” or “power-to-liquid” technology
is used for this. It converts electrical energy into hydrogen and subsequently
into gas. For example, gas is generated in the summer with energy from solar
installations and used in the winter for heating or for power generation using
gas turbines. These systems are less efficient than batteries, but over such long
time periods batteries would have naturally discharged. Lithium-ion batteries,
for example, lose up to 30% of their stored capacity every month as they lose
charge.
BAT TE RY S TO R AG E : TH E SO LU TI O N O F TH E F U T U R E
Batteries are highly versatile and can be used in a wide range of applications.
Particularly given our changing approach to energy sources, batteries have
an indispensable role to play because the large-scale output fluctuations that
renewable energies are subject to can be balanced using batteries. However,
the technology is not (yet) fully matured or cost-effective, and this prevents
it from being rolled out universally. State financial assistance and investment
married with proactive regulation are required to help make the transition, as
has happened in South Korea. In recent years, some five billion dollars have
been invested by the Korean government in projects relating to battery-based
energy storage systems. As a result, these systems are now being incorporated
into the planning of every new-build project and retrofitted in public building
development projects throughout the country.

jürgen r esch,
industry m a nager
energy & infr a struc t ur e
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E N E RGY S TO R AG E SYS TE M S
AT A G L A N C E
A few examples of energy storage
systems used today:

Thermal energy storage systems
––

H ot wate r ta n ks

––

Distric t h eat storage
syste ms

––

Stea m a ccumulators

––

Fire bricks

Chemical energy storage systems
––

B at te ries

––

Re cha rg ea ble bat te ries

––

Hydrog e n storag e syste ms

Mechanical storage systems
––

Pump e d -storage powe r
pla nt s

––

Compresse d air rese r voirs

––

Fly wh e els

––

S pring a ccumulators

Electrical storage systems
––

C a pa citors

Other
energy-storage
systems
such as wind-gas, solar-gas, or
thermochemical
systems
are
currently in development, testing, or
pilot stages, but are not yet in largescale use.
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TH E B E S T TEC H N O LO GY FO R A R EN E WA B LE S P ROJ EC T

zenon Controls the
Energy Storage System at
Jeju Sangmyeong Wind
Power Plant

The Korean island of Jeju is no stranger to leading-edge energy technology after being selected,
in 2009, as the location of a Smart Grid test-bed that would underpin the Korean government’s
ambitious Smart Grid infrastructure plans. When Korea Midland Power Co. Ltd (KOMIPO)
created a new wind power plant and energy storage facility on the island, it looked to COPADATA partner NEOPIS for an equally revolutionary solution based on the energy automation
software zenon.
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Figure 1: T he Powe r Ma n a ge me nt Sy s te m ove r v ie w s c r e e n
d i s play s r ea l-t i me s t at u s a nd t r e nd i n for m at ion of d i f fe r e nt
dev ice s , e.g. c h a r g i n g a nd d i s c h a r g i n g of t he bat te r ie s.

KOMIPO is a subsidiary of the Korea Electric Power Corp.
and is one of five public power suppliers in Korea. It operates
thermal and renewable energy power plants across Korea
and, in 2015, began work on a new 21MW wind power plant
consisting of seven wind turbines on the Korean island of
Jeju.
Project architects for the new Jeju Sangmyeong wind
farm were aware that, as with any renewables project,
fluctuations in supply – that don’t necessarily match
fluctuations in demand – can cause problems in the planning
and delivery of a reliable electricity supply.
In order to tackle this problem head-on, the new
wind power plant was designed to include an Energy
Storage System (ESS) equipped with a high-performance
lithium-ion cell technology Battery Management System
(BMS) developed by LG Chem specifically to support the
stabilization of power supply in renewables operations.
The scope of the project, therefore, included the need
for a secure and reliable Electrical Equipment Control and
Monitoring System (ECMS) and a Power Management
System (PMS) which would be able to visualize and control
the electrical equipment and also connect to the Energy
Storage System. It was vital that the new software system
would be flexible enough to fulfill the requirements of
all included subsystems – and deliver highly reliable
redundancy between the ECMS & PMS primary server
and the ECMS & PMS secondary server to underwrite the
security of supply.
KOMIPO undertook a rigorous tender process to identify
a solution that would meet the utilities’ needs. Jun Seon
Lee, the Project Manager at KOMIPO with responsibility for
the Jeju Sangmyeong wind power plant project, explains:

“We were convinced by the bid submitted by the NEOPIS
team because of their expertise in our sector. NEOPIS is the
leader in the field of renewables control and management
here in Korea. We felt confident the NEOPIS team would be
able to deliver a high-quality solution and implementation.”
PA R TN E R I N G U P FO R U N I Q U E
R E N E WA B LE P ROJ E C T S
As well as offering system integration for substations,
traditional power plants, and renewable energy plants,
NEOPIS produces its own range of hardware designed for
use in the energy sector, including power protection panels,
protection relays, etc., and has been a member of the COPADATA Partner Community since 2014.
Hyeon Hui Choe, Manager at NEOPIS, explains why his
team selected COPA-DATA’s zenon automation software for
use in the Jeju Sangmyeong wind power plant: “We know
zenon has a proven track record in the energy industry
and supports crucial communication protocols such as
IEC 61850, IEC 60870, and IEC 61400-25. zenon is also a
highly flexible solution that would enable us to meet the
stringent requirements for both elements of this control and
management solution and deliver the redundancy needed.”
The seven wind turbines are controlled using the ECMS
based on zenon and using the IEC 61850 protocol – a typical
substation automation application that provides secure and
effective local control.
COS T- E F F E C TIV E E N E RGY S TO R AG E
CO NTRO L
The Power Management System (PMS), the software that
controls the ESS, was also implemented by NEOPIS using
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Figure 2: T h i s s i n g le l i ne d ia g ra m g ive s a compr e he n s ive ove r v ie w
of t he h ig h (15 4 kV ) a nd low ( 22.9kV ) volt a ge g r id net work a nd
s w itc h gea r s , i nc lud i n g det a i le d t ra n s for me r i n for m at ion.

zenon. zenon displays and provides control over how much
energy is stored in the batteries and how much is transferred
directly to the grid. Rules can be set in the system to define
when energy is stored.
This includes, for example, relative cost; during the
night energy is cheaper because of limited demand and
so, to optimize profitability, energy is sold back when it
can achieve the best price. zenon offers the flexibility to
automate these processes in the PMS or the operator can
adapt them to meet current circumstances manually.

Figure 3: Si n g le l i ne d ia g ra m s s uc h a s
t h i s low volt a ge s w itc h gea r s c r e e n d i s play v it a l
i n for m at ion i n a c lea r a nd v i s u a l w ay.

The IEC 61131-3 programming interface zenon Logic has
been an integral component of zenon for many years and
provides automation engineers with considerable benefits.
zenon and zenon Logic access a shared database, and
shared variables and data types can be created, amended,
or deleted by either system. NEOPIS has programmed
unique functions within zenon Logic to address the specific
requirements of this renewables project – which have much
potential for energy suppliers such as KOMIPO.
Hyeon Hui Choe at NEOPIS explains: “zenon Logic

“zenon is now our first choice for projects of this kind.”
HYEON HUI CHOE,
MANAGER AT NEOPIS

Project Manager Jun Seon Lee states: “zenon has
proven to be a highly intuitive system for the control and
operation of the plant. It has enabled us to automate the
processes around energy storage in such a way that we can
optimize revenue generation. We are really pleased with
the performance and operation of the system. In zenon, we
have a single solution for control and monitoring of both the
wind farm and the energy storage operations with built-in
redundancy that would allow operation even in the event of
a system blackout occurring.”
A N I NTE G R ATE D SO LU TI O N
Another key advantage of zenon, which convinced NEOPIS
it was the best solution for the job, is its integrated zenon
Logic, which serves as a Soft PLC.

provides extremely reliable control while being a far more
cost-effective solution than any other viable alternative.
What’s most exciting for us is that zenon can fulfill many
roles on one physical device: soft PLC, HMI, database
server, and data analysis – all backed up by flexible and
rapidly configurable out-of-the-box redundancy options.
This makes zenon now our first choice for projects of this
kind.”
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ECMS & PMS Data Flow Diagram
ECMS & PMS
Primary Server
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IEC 61850 data flow

Modbus TCP/IP (Primary Server)

SQL database data flow
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ECMS = Electrical Equipment Control and Monitoring System
PMS = Power Management System
ESS = Energy Storage System
PCS = Power Conditioning System
BMS = Battery Management System

Figure 4: Net work d ia g ra m of E C M S & PM S , i nc lud i n g s y s te m
comp one nt s , d at a f low, a nd r e du nd a nc y.

H I G H LI G HT S :

CO NTAC T:

––

I EC 6 1 8 5 0 - complia nt Ele c tric al Equipme nt
Control a n d M onitoring Syste m (EC M S)

––

Flexible Powe r M a nag e me nt Syste m (P M S)
for control a n d monitoring of e n e rgy
storag e

You ng S u K im
Te ch nic al S ales G e n e ral M a nag e r
CO PA- DATA Korea
youngsu . kim @ copa data .com

––

Ra pidly conf igura ble b uilt-in re dun da n cy

––

I ntegrate d I EC 6 1 13 1 -3 - conforming S of t
P LC (ze n on Logic)

––

U niqu e combination of S of t P LC , SC A DA ,
H M I , data base se r ve r, a n d data a nalysis in a
single syste m

EFFI C I EN C Y TH RO U G H ERG O N O M I C D E S I G N
O F P RO D U C TI O N P RO C E S S E S

THE CHANGING FACE OF
AUTOMOTIVE PRODUCTION
“Any customer can have a car painted any color that he wants so long as it is
black,” Henry Ford is famously quoted as saying in the early era of automotive
mass production. It’s a thought that still raises a smile, but the fact is that
today’s buyers demand a wide range of models to choose from as well as
customization options. This has consequences for the way in which production
lines are organized and the software solutions required to facilitate them.
Powerful visualization systems help staff to maintain a view of the bigger
picture in production and logistics applications.
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As product portfolios grow, conventional manufacturing
processes – and limited production space – are no longer
able to accommodate them. Automotive manufacturers
therefore rely on flexible production and capacity
management in order to manage model diversity and
guarantee the customer individualized production. The
industry also faces the challenge of minimizing tied-up
capital by dispensing with interim storage as much as
possible.

S IA M E S E T WI N S : LE A N P RO D U C TI O N
A N D TR A N S PA R E NT S U P P LY C H AI N S
In 2013, a case study by the Fraunhofer Institute on the
topic of Industry 4.0 and smart factories predicted an
increasingly intensive shift toward lean production in
automotive manufacturing. This has certainly come to pass:
today, automotive manufacturers around the world make
cars according to lean production principles. A lean, flexible
approach is the only way for these companies to maintain
their competitiveness.
The goal of lean production is to eliminate all areas
of waste from production processes while also increasing
efficiency and effectiveness in manufacturing. In basic
terms, the lean production principle calls for production
to be strongly aligned with customer demand. The aim is
to only produce what customers require and to do so at
the point in time when they need the product. To boost
production efficiency, stocks of material are reduced to the
absolute minimum and interim storage is restricted as much
as possible. Meanwhile, resources must enable the shortest
possible throughput times in order to increase production
effectiveness.
With this kind of production, the manufacturer is able
to respond to customer requirements quickly and flexibly
and, at the same time, maintain a high number of variant
models in low batch sizes. In this context, lean production
is based on the “just in time” (JIT) manufacturing principle.
Primarily, the system relies on a transparent supply chain:
purchasing, logistics, and manufacturing must be tightly
meshed together so that the required raw materials are
provided to the production stage at the right time.

J U S T- I N -TI M E : D E M A N D - BA S E D
A S S E M B LY A N D M A N U FAC T U R I N G
According to the JIT principle, the product is produced in
line with customer requirements without time, materials,
or staff resources being wasted. The idea is that this
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reduces inventories and capital tied up in inventory and
means that materials and products no longer have to be
produced in advance in large volumes, but instead assembly
and manufacturing are conducted on demand in a flexible
manner. This shortens lead times, saves on warehouse space,
and reduces storage costs in the medium term. In order to
keep producing goods reliably, cheaply, and quickly just in
time, centrally managed optimization is dropped in favor of
distributed coordination.
P RO D U C T S WITH LOT S O F VA R IA NT
M O D E L S R EQ U I R E A S H I F T I N
P RO D U C TI O N A P P ROAC H
The challenges facing automotive manufacturers today are
short production cycles, maximum diversity of variants,
outstanding productivity, and flexible utilization. However,
as the variety of models available keeps growing rapidly,
the strengths of the JIT production method can no longer
be harnessed to its full potential. Maintaining the principle
of JIT production would require even more complex
manufacturing systems. In addition, the very high levels
of product variance make a separate interim storage space
and part store necessary for each model in the production
line, taking up immense volumes of production space in
conflict with the JIT principles of minimizing stock, space,
and resources. It would fly in the face of the advantages and
strengths that the JIT concept has to offer.
To solve this dilemma, manufacturers have enhanced
the JIT concept further, developing the just-in-sequence
(JIS) principle – also known as the “pearl chain” process.

J U S T- I N -S EQ U E N C E : A FO CU S O N
P RO D U C TI O N -SY N CH RO N IZ E D
AVAI L A B I LIT Y O F A LL PA R T S
Faced with such a variety of models and variants, body
construction is moving away from single-type production
and into sequential production instead. As a productionsynchronized procedure, JIS represents a refined just-intime concept.
In body construction, it is common for a production
plant (sink) to require resources from several other
production lines (sources). As a result, the sources must
coordinate their sequential production arrangements among
themselves so that the sink is given the right components
at the right time, in line with the first-in-first-out (FIFO)
principle of manufacturing.
Members of staff in production also benefit from the
advantages of the JIS principle: all the parts needed for
each work step are provided in the correct order, and there
are no areas that are prone to error.
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Figure 1: T he d i f fe r e nce b et we e n J I T a nd J I S op e rat ion l ie s mos t ly i n t he pr o duc t ion
s e que nce s p e c i f ic at ion , wh ic h sh i f t s f r om t he e nd of t he pr o duc t ion c h a i n to t he
b eg i n n i n g.

CO M M U N I C ATI O N A S A S U CC E S S
FAC TO R
Above all else, there must be good communication
between the various partners in the supply chain, and the
information provided must be valid and easily accessible. If
this is not the case, this could result in an unstable material
flow that prevents successful manufacturing and, in a
worst-case scenario, leads to production being halted. To
avoid this, as a check of last resort, the human factor can be
incorporated into the automated system. Ultimately, experts
in production and production logistics must decentralize
decision-making power. For this purpose, they require the
right information being provided at the right time.
So what’s the best way of explaining the complexity
of this process to users? And how do we make it easier
for them to follow? These questions have been around

since the birth of the first computer and are an integral
part of human-machine communication, as well as other
interdisciplinary sciences. As machines and their day-today use have modernized, these are questions that have
given rise to a new scientific discipline: ergonomics.

E RG O N O M I C DATA P RO C E S S I N G
From an ergonomic point of view, it is important to provide
a user-oriented communication interface for processing
data and displaying information.
The data should be filtered and processed by the
production system, meaning that the user receives only
essential and relevant information. The advantages of this
are that no unnecessary information can sway the decisions
that a user makes and the user is given a better overview
of the process. The filtered information must be displayed
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in a way that allows the user to interpret and analyze information effortlessly
and unambiguously. With this goal in mind, visualizations provide a much faster
overview of complex matters than text-based descriptions permit.

Z E N O N P ROVI D E S A N OV E RVI E W O F P RO D U C TI O N
Another key consideration in the sequential production process is the availability
of data and information. These must be accessible at all times – and everywhere
– so that users can respond more quickly to unexpected events, for example,
during production.
In particular, web technologies and mobile devices, such as smartphones or
tablets, allow flexible access to communication with machines and provide new
possibilities of handling data, thus making it easier for users to grasp complex
issues.
A further opportunity presented by Industry 4.0 is the networking of
buildings, control systems, and sensors with production systems to create an IoT
world that incorporates data and services. This allows the availability of realtime information relating to production processes to reach unparalleled levels of
quality. As a result, data modeling is increasingly able to reflect the current state
of affairs and production processes become more transparent as a whole.
zenon is a system that enables ergonomic and modern visualization, abstract
data processing and constant transfer, uninterrupted availability of data, and
accessibility across a variety of devices.
CO N C LU S I O N
In the past, the ergonomic aspects of visualization and the processing of data
received very little attention. In industrial production, graphical interfaces
were usually designed quickly and without much consideration since the
complexity of the processes was relatively limited and the focus was firmly on
the ability of the system to run. In the future, however, a focus on ergonomics
will be unavoidable due to the changing nature and increasing complexity of
production environments. An increasing focus on customers and their demands
for individuality in products will be essential to maintain competitiveness. And,
as things stand, this means that there will be no end in sight to the increasing
complexity of production environments. The subsequent necessary consideration
of ergonomics marks a further step toward Industry 4.0.

dominik hellinger ,
technic a l e xcellence au tomoti v e
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H I G H LI G HT S :
––

Th e in creasing va riet y of
a utom otive m odels a n d th e
wid e va riet y of in dividual
features that a re availa ble
pose pa r ticula r challe ng es
for m a n ufa c ture rs .

––

By ha rn essing lea n
produc tion a n d th e
lea n , flexible processes
associate d with it,
m a n ufa c ture rs c a n re main
comp etitive .

––

Lea n produc tion is base d on
th e just-in -time meth o d .

––

H oweve r, th e wid e va riet y
of mo d els a n d va ria nt s
is p ushing just-in -time
pro duc tion to it s limit s .

––

Th e just-in -se qu e n ce
prin ciple , which is
base d on th e
produc tion -syn chronize d
availa bilit y of all re quire d
pa r t s , of fe rs a solution
to this .

––

Th e availa bilit y of
all releva nt data a n d
e rgon omic ways of visually
prese nting it a re esse ntial
fa c tors wh e n imple me nting
th e just-in -se qu e n ce
prin ciple successf ully.

––

ze n on e nsures tra nspa re n cy
for a utom otive produc tion
base d on th e just-in se qu e n ce a pproa ch .

––

ze n on e rgon omic ally
displays th e re quire d data
on dive rse e n d d evices .
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O FF TH E R ECO R D:

THE TRUTH ABOUT
DATA INTEGRIT Y IN
PHARMA

The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has long emphasized the
importance of reliable data in pharmaceutical manufacturing. Despite
this clear recommendation, recent FDA reports have highlighted an
increase in data integrity violations during several recent current Good
Manufacturing Practice (cGMP) inspections.

In simple terms, cGMP states that pharmaceutical
manufacturers should follow instructions and document
actions correctly. This way, if any deviation occurs in the
product, the company can investigate it and put measures
in place so that the same error does not happen again. This
guarantees the repeatability and safety of the product
being manufactured and protects the brand.
Data integrity refers to the completeness, consistency,
and accuracy of data, which needs to be attributable and
legible. Data integrity violations can lead to warning letters

and even fines. More importantly, drugs approved on the
back of inaccurate data could pose a threat to patients’
lives. For all these reasons and more, data integrity is at the
heart of the pharmaceutical records discussion.
AU D IT TR AI L S
The pharmaceutical industry has been slowly transitioning
from manual paper records to automated, electronic records.
Batch records predominantly take an electronic form
today, but other systems, including production processes
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such as start-ups, changeovers, running documentation,
and sampling, are not always digitalized. Although paper
records can work well for some companies, they leave more
room for human error and data manipulation than their
electronic counterparts.
The true benefits of digital records become obvious
when companies use reliable automation software to
automatically record the actions each user carries out. The
software also makes data manipulation impossible; once a
user inputs data, the action is saved automatically. If the
input is outside acceptable parameters, the system records
the error and the user is required to leave a comment in
order to continue with production.
Another advantage of using HMI software for electronic
recordkeeping is that it can be set to ensure the user can’t
start or finish a batch without completing a required set of
information. This means there will be no more gaps in the
records, which in turn improves data accuracy.
Finally, automation software can automatically log any
critical event and allows users to set alarms or notifications
should any of the predefined values be outside set
parameters. This ensures that any deviation in the process
is identified in real time, automatically shared with relevant
members of staff, and recorded for the audit trails.
TH E LO G I N D I LE M M A
The best way to ensure precise data integrity is to assign
individual logins on a per-user basis. There are several
ways of achieving this. One common method is to assign
each operator an individual username and password. Other
secure, reliable methods could be using Active Directory
logins or personal fob cards with a scannable bar code. With
individual user login enabled, the system can record any
action or change made by an operator, thus offering a clear
picture of the overall process.
Individual logins also increase a system's security,
potentially at no additional cost, because they allow a
company to attribute different authorization levels to users.
DATA SA F E T Y
Another common concern of pharma companies is data
safety: how does a manufacturer know its production data
is safe and complete?
By using reliable automation software, companies
can help eliminate this issue. When exporting archives to
an external database, for example, the software uses its
internal mechanisms to check whether the data has been
correctly and completely transferred. If the transfer fails
for some reason, the software will automatically resend
the transfer next time it starts a cycle, so data is never
lost or corrupted. The software will also log the incident
chronologically in the events list.
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To ensure data safety, the software stores critical data
such as audit trails and alarm lists in binary files – which
are illegible to the human eye – in a proprietary format.
Authorized users can modify data within the software, but
the modification will always be logged in the audit trail.
This practice ensures the archive is accessible, easy to read,
and accurate for authorized users, while also adding an
additional layer of protection against unauthorized access.
The benefits of using electronic records in
pharmaceutical manufacturing go beyond regulatory
compliance. Looking to the future, companies who strive
for continuous improvement can use electronic records to
achieve this business goal.
Digital records that guarantee data integrity and safety
allow companies to breeze through regulatory compliance
and focus on improving and growing their business,
comfortably complying with the FDA CFR 21 part 11,
annex 11 and cGMP.

lee sulli va n,
r egiona l m a nager sou th uk
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WHO IS WHO

Andreas Grün

Ursula Kramarczyk

speci a l solu t ions de v eloper

t echnic a l produc t m a nager

sa l e s ba nager

C O PA- DATA H E A D Q UA R T E R S

C O PA- DATA H E A D Q UA R T E R S

C O PA- DATA I B É R I C A , B A R C E LO N A

AT COPA-DATA SINCE: 2012
RESPONSIBILITIES: As a special

AT COPA-DATA SINCE: 2008
RESPONSIBILITIES: IEC 61850,

solutions developer, I take care of special
and individual customer requirements.
This means, for example, developing
wizards and services that are used by the
zenon programming interfaces. My tasks
also include creating proof of concepts
and supporting customers with the
implementation of pilot projects.

IEC 60870, ICCP, Command Processing,
Automatic Line Coloring.
I GET MY INSPIRATION FROM ...

my friends and from meditation.
IT IS MY DREAM TO ... hmm, I’m
probably too happy where I am to think
much about that. Plus, be careful what you
wish for; you might get it ALL.

I GET MY INSPIRATION FROM ...

trips, music, and – when it comes to
tackling challenges – the valuable advice
that I get from my colleagues.
IT IS MY DREAM TO ... explore all of the
fascinating places in the world with my
wife.

You c a n rea ch me at:
a n dreas .gru e n @ copa data .com

Francisco Ortiz Muñoz

AT COPA-DATA SINCE: 2017
RESPONSIBILITIES: I am responsible for

developing COPA-DATA business in Spain
and Portugal. As an all-rounder, I perform
many tasks to achieve this objective –
from lead generation to customer visits,
demonstrations, and negotiations. Key
to this is the development of our local
Partner Community and generally raising
awareness of the goodies that zenon has to
offer to the world!
I GET MY INSPIRATION FROM ...

Yo u c a n rea ch me at:
ursula k@ copa data .com

passionate individuals who break
established limits and take things to the
next level. And surely there is nothing
purer than the smile of a baby.
IT IS MY DREAM TO ... keep on running,
try new things out, and never stop
learning. As Reinhold Niebuhr said,
“Change is the essence of life; be willing to
surrender what you are for what you could
become.” Great!

Yo u c a n rea ch me at:
f ra n cisco.or tiz@ copa data .com
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WHO IS WHO

Emrah Mehmedovic

Garrett Miller

Dominik Hellinger

t echnic a l consulta n t

sa l e s m a nager

t echnic a l e xcel l ence au tomot i v e

C O PA- DATA C E E / M E

C O PA- DATA U S

C O PA- DATA G E R M A N Y (OT TO B R U N N )

AT COPA-DATA SINCE: 2016
RESPONSIBILITIES: I work in Technical

AT COPA-DATA SINCE: 2016
RESPONSIBILITIES: I oversee all sales

AT COPA-DATA SINCE: 2017
RESPONSIBILITIES: My remit includes

Consulting. I try to present solutions to
customers’ problems and support them
with their projects via phone or email.
I also run zenon training sessions and
workshops. On top of this, I support our
sales team.

efforts for the North America region. I
work closely with engineers and project
managers in the automation industry,
helping them to identify project needs and
determine the most effective software
solution for their use case.

the development of general concepts,
architectures, methods, templates, and
automation mechanisms in the automotive
industry. For example, I co-managed the
“zag for Phoenix controllers” project for
AUDI Ingolstadt. As a team, we integrated
the local VASS standard for conveyor
technology into zenon and created a
wizard that automatically generates zenon
projects after successful configuration. In
addition, I work on proof of concepts, pilot
projects, and customer-specific showcases;
for example, new modules – such as the
smart checklist and operator guidance –
or MES functions that are designed and
demonstrated for customers’ applications.

I GET MY INSPIRATION FROM ...

I GET MY INSPIRATION FROM ...

my family and friends. They motivate me
every day and give me the drive I need. To
clear my head, I love running and taking
part in other sports.
IT IS MY DREAM TO ... be able to drop
everything and travel the whole world
someday. There are so many countries
with hugely varied cultures that I want to
explore in more depth one day.

exceeding customer expectations.
IT IS MY DREAM TO ... be successful at
COPA-DATA and contribute to our further
growth in the North American market.

Yo u c a n rea ch me at:
ga rret t . mille r @ copa data .com

I GET MY INSPIRATION FROM ...

music.
You c a n rea ch me at:
e mra h . m e h m e dovic @ co pa data .co m

IT IS MY DREAM TO ... win at Monopoly

just one time.

Yo u c a n rea ch me at:
dominik . h elling e r @ copa data .d e
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YO U R ZEN O N SA LE S R EP R E S ENTATIV E
I N JA PA N

LINX R&D Corporation

Ke i Mu ra k a m i , C E O of L I N X , ( lef t) a nd Stefa n Reut he r, C SO of COPA-DATA , m a ke t he ne w
pa r t ne r sh ip of f ic ia l w it h a h a nd sh a ke at COPA-DATA’s headqu a r te r s i n S a l zbu r g , Au s t r ia.

In 1990, LINX Group was founded in Yokohama, Japan.
Since then, we have established three offices: in Yokohama,
Nagoya, and Osaka. We are now a leading distributor of
the world’s most advanced machine vision and automation
products aimed at the Japanese market. Over many years,
we have developed world-class expertise in machine
vision, real-time control, PLC/motion, and a number of
different software development tools. Our 90 employees
work together with 25 partner companies across Japan. Our
operations span South East Asia, Singapore, and Malaysia.
“Our entire sales and technical staff possess highlyskilled engineering backgrounds and experience, as well
as a deep understanding of the technologies utilized. The
depth of our expertise uniquely positions our company to
provide unparalleled services to our customers,” says Kei
Murakami, CEO of LINX.
Education is an important part of our leadership role.
Technical training is conducted every month, ensuring
that expertise is communicated quickly to project-leading
partner companies. At the annual LINX Days event, more
than 1,000 participants from our customers and partner
companies can learn about the latest developments in

industrial automation. We see great potential for zenon
in industrial fields including Factory Automation, Food &
Beverage, Life Sciences, Automotive, and Energy.
For us, it is important that COPA-DATA is an independent
company and that zenon has an excellent reputation in the
market. From our very first contact with COPA-DATA in
2017 we have met a very well organized team. We have
enjoyed a great start to our cooperation. We have already
begun initial pilot projects with zenon and are excited about
the upcoming opportunities for our alliance.

You can reach us at:

LI N X R & D CO R P O R ATI O N
1 -13 -1 1 . e da - nishi , Aoba - ku
Yokoha m a 2 2 5 - 0 014
J a pa n
tel: +8 1 - 45 979 073 4
fax: +8 1 - 45 979 0732
e - mail: info @ linx . jp
we b: w w w. linx . jp

DID YOU KNOW
THAT ...
… Japan is the third largest economy in the
world?
… Japan is made up of 6,852 islands?

COPA-DATA
Partner Community
joh a nnes pe trow isch,
he a d of cor por ate pa rtner ship s
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Professional Services as the Basis
for Best-in-Class Solutions
The ongoing digital revolution is putting businesses and organizations in both the public and
private sectors under growing pressure. Existing infrastructures need to be optimized and
work processes automated to the maximum possible extent, making them more efficient. On
top of all this, there is a demand for lower costs and greater competitiveness. In this context,
tailored solutions that deliver value creation as quickly as possible are gaining an increasingly
high profile. We are meeting these challenges on the market through our range of professional
services. These include architecture and implementation consulting, as well as the creation of
templates and pilot projects. For end users with a global presence in particular, they provide the
best possible solution for their individual, complex circumstances. However, COPA-DATA clearly
differentiates its own services from conventional project businesses through its worldwide
network of over 220 certified COPA-DATA partners. They continue to play a crucial role in
system integration during the actual implementation or roll-out.

P RO F E S S I O N A L S E RVI C E S FO R B E S T- I N C L A S S SO LU TI O N S
The introduction of professional services at COPA-DATA
represents a commitment to pass on our expertise to
end users and partners by providing them with best-inclass solutions. As part of this, we are directly sharing
our expertise as the manufacturer of zenon. For our end
users, this means gaining access to the best possible
zenon applications. Our partners benefit from intensive
knowledge-sharing in the course of customer interaction
and from enhanced project business. Our professional
services will be available throughout the entire COPADATA sales network in order to ensure worldwide coverage.
In short, end users benefit from the expertise of the
manufacturer when creating a solution and from a certified
partner landscape when rolling it out worldwide.
O N LY TH E B E S T SO LU TI O N I S G O O D
ENOUGH
COPA-DATA wants to set new benchmarks through
pioneering technology and vertical solution expertise. In
order to achieve this, it is vitally important that we are as
close as possible to our end users and the challenges they
face. The introduction of professional services represents
a further step on the road towards this objective. Through
our services, we are delivering not only maximum quality

in the zenon application – in terms of user-friendliness,
navigation concepts, and a secure architecture, for example
– but also a full spectrum of options from the zenon software
platform. This allows our end users to be more flexible and
means they are investing in something that is future-proof.
Another positive aspect of our services is the ability
to share knowledge with the end user. Through direct
consultations, the customer is kept fully aware of what
is happening and can actively participate in shaping
processes. This knowledge transfer reduces the number of
potential blind spots to a minimum. When implementing
a project on an international scale, the end user can rely
on the integration expertise of the worldwide COPA-DATA
partner landscape.
M O R E P ROJ E C T S , M O R E E XP E R TI S E
The message we are giving to the more than 220 members of
the COPA-DATA Partner Community is clear: COPA-DATA’s
professional services open up new business opportunities,
especially for cross-location customer projects that require
a local integration service in the course of a roll-out.
COPA-DATA does not have a competitive relationship with
its partners. In fact, quite the opposite is true: with its
professional services, COPA-DATA has laid the foundations
for new and exciting customer projects executed by its
partners.
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Interview with Industrial Designer Emanuel Gollob

Wonderfully Absurd,
Perplexing, and Inspiring
D E A LI N G WITH D I G ITA LIZ ATI O N A N D W H Y W E C A N N O LO N G ER
ACC EP T S I M P LY D O I N G N OTH I N G

zenon is participating in a very special project that flies the flag for inactivity.
Sounds absurd? Well, it is – but deliberately so. In his media art project entitled
“Robot, Doing Nothing,” industrial designer Emanuel Gollob uses modern
technology to make us aware – in a positively perplexing and socio-critical way –
that we have practically unlearned the state of inactivity.
Up until now, a project like this was unknown territory for us and zenon – and
that’s what made it all the more interesting. Emanuel Gollob proved how well art,
technology, and industrial design could work together in an inspiring installation
at the Ars Electronica Festival 2017 in Linz, Austria, where he exhibited “Robot,
Doing Nothing” in impressive fashion. Our curiosity was piqued: we wanted to
know how the project came about and what it is designed to trigger in observers.
We invited Gollob to take part in an interview so we could find out.

a round the wor ld

How would you describe your work? Where is your
artistic focus?
I would say that I have a passion for performance. The
essence of movement, interaction, and endlessness plays a
key role in all of my work. For me, it’s not all about the
end product – the process is equally important, as is the
knowledge that the players, people, and structures involved
in the process exchange between themselves.
A key element of my work is the use of technological
innovations. I often use these in a way which is both
perplexing and other than intended. I want to do more than
simply criticize or glorify technological progress – my aim
is also to see and use it as a tool to shape our future lives.
I work at the interface between art, technology, and
society, creating insights into speculative future scenarios
based on current developments.
What prompted you to create media art projects
involving industry partners?
I strongly believe that taking an interdisciplinary approach
to projects can only bring benefits. Ideally, projects should
capture observers exactly where they already are. The more
diverse the approaches collaborating partners take when
implementing the projects, the easier it is for individual
observers to find a captivating entry point.
What’s more, industry partners provide technological
innovations and knowledge in specialist fields of
application, which can be difficult for artists to access. In
most cases, observers do not yet have a fixed understanding
of what innovations of this kind mean, so this opens up an
opportunity for the project to influence the connotations
associated with innovation.
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Another thing that I find exciting about collaborating
with industry is that it creates a reciprocal effect: industrial
companies are confronted with outside-the-box ideas,
while artists encounter in-depth knowledge of a subject
that is alien to them.
I do not believe that my projects only achieve their
objectives once they are complete and being exhibited.
Instead, I see them as speculative future scenarios that
become real in the course of the process through the
involvement of several partners.
What was your motivation and source of inspiration for
the “Robot, Doing Nothing” project?
I realized that I was no longer able to simply sit there
when I was at a bus stop – I had to be scrolling through
my smartphone, even though I wasn’t taking in what was
on the screen. This was my trigger for starting to research
the effects that our interaction with digitalization has on
our ability to do nothing. Various studies see doing nothing
as a key foundation for developing empathy, our ability to
interpret, and creativity. And those are the very characteristics
that we want to possess as reflective individuals in a postindustrial era with artificial intelligence (AI).
I want to live in a society where technological progress
is used for the good of people and not purely for the sake
of progress.
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OUR
I NTE RVI E WE E :

E M A N U E L G O L LO B
Emanuel Gollob (*1991) is a freelance
industrial designer who lives in
Vienna. Since 2012, he has studied
Industrial Design at the University
of Applied Arts, Vienna, where he
was also employed as a Research
Assistant in the Robotic Woodcraft
program in 2016 and 2017. His
most recent projects include a
smartphone video selfie station in
the Austria Pavilion at EXPO 2017 in
Astana, Kazakhstan, as well as the
“Robot, Doing Nothing” media art
project, which was exhibited in the
ARS Electronica Center and at the
ARS Electronica Festival in Linz in
2017.
www.emanuelgollob.com
Twitter: @emanuel_gollob

Figure 1: T he ze non appl ic at ion show s b ot h a 3D v i s u a l i z at ion of t he r ob ot a nd a l so
i mp or t a nt move me nt d at a , s uc h a s a x i s va lue s or load d at a.

What message do you want to convey with the “Robot, Doing Nothing”
project?
In “Robot, Doing Nothing,” our lost acceptance of inactivity is a central theme,
as is the pro-societal approach towards technological progress. Directly linked
to this is the question of what kind of future society we want to strive for. Is
unconditional meritocracy, with all its positive and negative implications, the
type of society that we want to develop?
What’s more, the way in which people identify themselves through work and
other development possibilities in a post-industrial era is a key consideration in
“Robot, Doing Nothing.”
It is wonderfully absurd that in “Robot, Doing Nothing,” the robot – the very
symbol of efficiency, with robota coming from the Slavic for work – is faced with
the human and tries to help them to do nothing.
Looking into the future, where is your artistic journey heading?
Together with Magdalena Mayer, a psychologist specializing in aesthetic
research, I am currently working on a continuation of “Robot, Doing Nothing.”
We want to build on the latest neuroscientific findings and combine these with
aesthetic research, brain-computer interface (BCI) and electroencephalography
(EEG) systems, and robotics.
Under the working title “Doing Nothing with AI,” together with partners
from the scientific community and industry, we want to develop audiovisual AI
as a form of neuro-reactive support. Using the EEG data from users, we hope to
generate audiovisual stimulations from the installation based on parameters and
refine them using an evolutionary approach and feedback algorithms.
Our aim is to capture users in their high-tech worlds and give them the
opportunity to relearn how to do nothing and be offline for a moment.

this in terv ie w wa s conduc ted by
juli a a nger er , cor por ate communic ations m a nager
at copa-data
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ABOUT “ ROBOT, DOI NG NOTH IN G”

The project was realized with KUKA industrial robots at the Center for Creative Robotics (Prof.
Johannes Braumann) at the University of Art and Design Linz in conjunction with sound artist
Michael Schweiger (sonification: University of Art and Design Linz Sound Laboratory) and
media artist Chris Noelle (live visuals: www.metofa.com).

A R TI S TI C CO N C E P T
The “Robot, Doing Nothing” project accuses modern society
of being incessantly busy, even beyond the confines of
everyday life in the workplace. What’s now demanded of us
– primarily due to the proliferation of digital technologies
– is our permanent presence, readiness to communicate,
and receptivity to information. In response, Emanuel
Gollob has created a fictitious scenario: the results of
studies demonstrate that the efficiency of our society
is enhanced by doing nothing. Based on these studies,
Austria’s Ministry for Digital and Economic Affairs decides
to remunerate members of the country’s workforce for their
inactivity with a minimum wage. To encourage people to
get started as professional idlers, robotic installations are
provided for citizens in public spaces, whereby observing
the constant changes in the machinery’s form is meant to
facilitate the transition into a meditative state of indolence.
In this relaxed frame of mind and body, it is possible to
focus on one’s self and open up to sweet stasis.
“Robot, Doing Nothing” was developed by Emanuel
Gollob together with Johannes Braumann and is based
on studies that show that people benefit from improved
concentration, empathy, and creativity when spending time
actively doing nothing. Gollob conceives of a post-industrial
future where robots are already part of several aspects in
our daily life. At this time, the conscious activity of doing
nothing is encouraged by meditative robotic installations in
public spaces.
TE C H N I C A L CO N C E P T
The installation is made up of an industrial robot (KR 210
R3100 from the KUKA QUANTEC ultra series), a SICK
laser scanner, a 49” monitor, and our zenon software.
A plate with cords is attached to the robot arm and the
other ends of the cords are fixed statically in the room.
If a visitor enters the laser field of the scanner, the robot
orients itself toward them and the cords – which are in the
spotlight – thus creating complex geometric patterns. The
KUKA robot arm is controlled in real time with the KUKA
mxAutomation interface and can therefore respond directly
to the audience. zenon combines the data from the laser
scanner with the data from the robot and visualizes this for
visitors on the large monitor. The zenon application shows

both a 3D visualization of the robot and also important
movement data, such as axis values or load data. By
scanning the QR code provided, visitors reach a web-based
zenon application, which has been made accessible globally
via the Microsoft Azure cloud platform. “Robot, Doing
Nothing” is therefore more than just an aesthetic, kinetic
sculpture – it also demonstrates many aspects of Industry
4.0 and the Internet of Things, a development toward more
flexible production and more intuitive handling of complex
machines.

Vid eo:
I m p ression s of t h e “ Robot , D oing N ot hing ”
m edia a r t p rojec t
S c a n & Play!

ht tps: //youtu . b e/ WsfJ jzSs- 8 c
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D O O R B ELL TO D O O R LI G HT – P R AC TI C A L P RO B LEM S
SO LV ED FO R I N D IVI D UA L N EEDS

ZENON
IN THE HOME
A Visit to the Home Workbench of a
zenon Expert
P H OTO G R A P H Y:
F LO R I A N M I T T E R E R P H OTO G R A P H Y

We all know that zenon helps to make intelligent infrastructure and smart buildings
a reality. But what about a home networked using zenon? How does that work
in practice? Markus Wintersteller – Technical Product Manager and one of our
longstanding employees in Salzburg – has used zenon in his house since 2007. We took
a look around the home that he shares with his wife and three children.

Hello Markus! Thank you for letting us take a look around your home and
at the sophisticated technical architecture you have created. What inspired
you to start using zenon at home?
I got the idea when we extended our house in 2007 – I had been at COPA-DATA
for five years and zenon had made a real impression on me. At the time, it seemed
totally logical for me to install a control system – and, ideally, that had to be
zenon. Back then, the only things on the market in this area were gadgets and,
for a long time, these couldn’t provide the same functions, setting options, and
reliability as zenon. An old friend of mine from electrical college had installed a
similar system at the time, but without an HMI, as the programming would have
been too complex for him. As a zenon specialist, it was easy for me.
So, was it crucial to have an HMI that could be directly configured with
zenon?
Definitely. The fact that straton can run directly on a WAGO controller was just
as important. That made a lot of things easier for me because I could then carry
out the central PLC programming in the environment that was familiar to me.
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And what was the main reason for deploying zenon as a
building control system?
My wife was the driving force behind me installing a
building control system. She is deaf and, even before we
renovated our house, we were using a relay control that
converted the doorbell into a flashing light. This function is
very important for my wife, as it means that her attention
is drawn to guests at the door. I wanted to retain this and
improve it even further. However, there was no solution
that was sophisticated enough on the market at the time.

that I introduced, particularly with straton. In most cases,
our circumstances – especially those involving our three
children – or improvements to features that I wanted to
adapt to our life in the house dictated which updates I made.
I was really pleasantly surprised when I replaced the WAGO
controller with the latest model. I now get a cycle time of
2 ms, rather than the previous 100 ms. All I had to do was
replace the CPU, adjust the controller in the project, let the
offsets recalculate automatically, install the program, and
in a matter of minutes, I was back online. It was really easy.

And that’s where zenon came into play?
Exactly. Now, when the doorbell rings, the light flashes
at the same time. Using zenon, I can now control which
light flashes where and at what time. And at nighttime the
doorbell doesn’t ring at all in our house and only some lamps
are active. Nothing flashes in our bedroom or the children’s
rooms at night, because we want to sleep. These additional
functions made it important to use zenon as a user interface,
as it meant that I could configure the necessary logic behind
it.

To what extent have the children influenced the control
system?
That’s quite funny. In 2007, our second daughter was born.
Later, our two daughters shared a room and when the older
one got up in the night, she naturally switched the light
on in the room. That woke the younger one up, of course,
and she was suitably bad-tempered the next day. I switched
things around so that, if someone pressed the light switch
in the children’s room at night, the light in the bedroom
wouldn’t come on, but the light in the corridor or the toilet
would instead. As expected, the children then wouldn’t
switch the bathroom or corridor light off, so I also installed
a timer to save energy.

You have been using zenon in your home for over 10
years. How many updates have you carried out since
then?
I started with zenon 6.20. Whenever I had time, I carried out
updates. These were always associated with new functions

Ma rk u s W i nte r s te l le r con f ig u r e s h i s ze non pr oje c t , wh ic h i s con ne c te d to t he
ce nt ra l WAG O cont r ol s y s te m .
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T he you n ge s t W i nte r s te l le r s a l so h ave f u n u s i n g a t ablet for h a nd l i n g t he
i nt u it ive hou s e v i s u a l i z at ion.
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T he aw n i n g i n s t a l le d late r d id not ne e d a ne w s w itc h t h a n k s to ze non.
A prac t ic a l s w itc h combi n at ion cont r ol s it now.

And did that always work seamlessly?
I was able set it up without any problems to start with, but
I still had a few things to learn. For example, in this specific
case, I had actually installed a deadlock, which ultimately
meant that the light couldn’t be switched on at night at all.
So we then ended up with screaming in the dark, which was
just as much of a problem!
So the building control system was designed from a
parenting and behavioral point of view?
Yes, it is adaptive technology. Today, you could probably
apply artificial intelligence to it. In zenon, all automatic

rules can be switched to manual control – but only with
an unlocking code. For us, that’s a kind of child lock. The
children have also operated zenon intuitively themselves
in the past. Now, they prefer to use the switches and their
combinations. Using the Chronological Event List (CEL) in
zenon, I have also been able to prove, on several occasions,
that the light has been left on in certain rooms. Now, zenon
checks automatically at certain times and switches the light
off.
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Are there any items that are completely controlled by
zenon here in your home?
All the lights and blinds are combined into one system.
We can control them using zenon, via a smartphone or a
tablet in the house, but mainly using the wall switches in
the room. However, I did not have a switch for every light
or every blind – certain functions could only be controlled
using zenon. As a result, I introduced changes to the switch
functions in the logic. Now, if you press the top and bottom
wall switches at the same time, a configured action occurs.
This saves the need for extra switches – it means that our
awning, which we installed after the switches were in place,
can be moved out and in again without me having to install
a new switch.
Very practical. In addition to less drilling and cabling,
what are the benefits for you?
We benefit from this hidden home technology on a daily
basis. The switch combinations are, of course, not obvious
and my wife only realized recently – to her astonishment –
that you can move all of the blinds down at the same time.
Our most-used function is definitely the ability to switch off
all the lights in the house from a central point. Outside the
house, I measure the wind speed with a small wind wheel,
the brightness with a light sensor, and the temperature
inside the conservatory. If the wind is too strong, the blinds
and the awning retract. If the conservatory gets too warm
in the summer, zenon takes care of shade. The brightness
sensor calculates the length of the day and zenon sets
the house to day or night mode with the corresponding
configurations.
How can zenon help with security in the home?
That’s essentially a question of what stage the technology
is at. For example, we can activate a combination for an
emergency situation all over the house. This switches on all
the lights in the house at the same time. All external plug
sockets can only be activated using zenon and are switched
off again once a configured time has elapsed. In every case,
zenon offers even more options to increase security in the
home. These include presence simulation or the detection
of conspicuous patterns of movement from the data from
motion detectors. You could also install an alarm system in
conjunction with it.
What are the next potential configurations?
There are still a few things missing. I’d like to install a rain
sensor and an outdoor temperature sensor – I’ll get around
to it sometime soon. I also like the idea of an energy data
management system combined with the PV system, and
maybe even link this to smart meters.
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Finally, what do you think of the much-hyped topic of
the moment – voice control?
I’m still somewhat skeptical, particularly about the extent
to which the technology will survive over the long term. I
do want to try it out. It appeals to me from a technological
point of view, but it still poses major security issues, of
course. I am trying something out in this area, but I’m not
using familiar female names like the major manufacturers
are. I’m simply using the phrase: “Hey zenon, turn the light
on!”
Sounds exciting! Keep us up to date and have fun
developing your home project further.

this in terv ie w wa s conduc ted by
seba sti a n bä sk en,
public r el ations consulta n t
at copa-data
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